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This thesis proposes a design for the project SKYLITE satellite.
Project SKYLITE is an experiment which will assess compensating
techniques designed to reduce laser wave front distortion caused by the
atmosphere. The satellite will measure and downlink the propagated beam
irradiance of the Mid-IR Advance Chemical Laser (MIRACL), based at the
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico. The spacecraft will be
designed to measure beam quality and power of both high and low power
laser experiments. The irradiance and power values will vary as
different compensating methods are employed. The spacecraft, which is
gravity gradient stabilized, provides an array of IR sensors in the 3.6
to 4.2 micron window to measure laser irradiance. The use of several
retroreflectors appended to the satellite will provide for precision
pointing and turbulence correction measurements using a ground based
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Alexandrite laser. Due to the high energy involved during the
lasing experiment, highly reflective, radiation shielding of
both sensitive equipment and the solar array will be required
to allow for survivability throughout its three year life with-
out thermal or structural degradation. To minimize cost, Project
SKYLITE will utilize the STS (Space Shuttle) standard canister
for small self-contained payloads known as the Extended Get Away
Special (GAS) Can. The satellite has been designed to use the
Orion bus currently being designed by NPS. The use of off-the-
shelf technology for both economy and rapid procurement pro-
cesses has been a prime consideration throughout the design to
meet the Initial Operational Capability deadline of first quartei
FY-89. The satellite expense, estimated with the AIR Force Un-
manned Spacecraft Cost Model, is approximately 3.9M$ for recur-
ring costs and 14.8M$ for nonrecurring costs.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis proposes a design for the project SKYLITE satellite. Project

SKYLITE is an experiment which will assess compensating techniques designed to

reduce laser wave front distortion caused by the atmosphere. The sateilite will measure

and downlink the propagated beam uradiance of the Mid-i R Advance Chemical Laser

(M.IRACL), based at the White Sands Missile Range tWSMR), New Mexico. The

spacecraft wiU be designed to measurebeam quality and power of both high and low
power laser experiments. The irradiance and power values will vary as different

compensating methods are qmployed. The spacecraft, which is gravity gradient

stabilized, provides an array otfAR sensors in the 3.6 to 4.2 micron window to measure

laser irradiance. The.lise of several retroreflectors appended to the satellite will provide

for precision pointing and turbulence correction measurements using a ground based

Alexandnte laser. Due to the high energy involved during the lasing experiment, highly

reflective, radiation shielding of both sensitive equipment and the solar array will be

required to allow for survivability throughout itsthr e year life without thermal or

structural degradation. To nunrnize cost. Project SKYLITE wiliAmiize the STS tSpace

ShuttleY standard canister for small self-contained payloads known as the Extended Get

Away Special (GAS) can. The satellite has been designed to use the Onon bus

currently being designed by NPS. The use of off-the-shelf technology for both economy

and rapid procurement processes has been a prime consideration throughout the design

to meet the Initial Operational Capability deadline of first quarter FY-89. The satellite

expense, estimated with the Air Force Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model, is

approximately 3.9 Mf for recurring costs and 14.8M; for nonrecurring costs.
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1I. SILLITE MISSION OVERVIEW

4- PROJECT SKYLITIE MISSION RQI'IRLIMENTS

t SKN iIT E sLaeite must be Jesigned to operate in Low Earth Orb-t The

",,us 'or the aJtztl e and jninauon slection were se'erai requirennts levied on the

*AtCILIC s ,euln n :he experzrnnters at P\4 -IJS The condtions that affected the

0 Pea& eie'aton ot' ,0 peees

* Laser stw rate -,f I) to 20 mradsec

0 Satetutc jetmw ol 16 months

0 \j"Attald 'awr fumn Azimuth,

* ' aitr ; 'zg perods ot at +east to.) seconds.

* , • ne 4A, , e. at tun. allowmi at least one (PO econd lasing period.

Xo..fl .,ot :equested ,)% tne experumniters. the orbital selection must also

; .r.aCLTaft t ,'..abskt' onsaderations. An orbital altitude must be selecteJ

..r.4t 't'cr-,TA. -aation effects on the spacecraft Juing the high energy 'asing

411K~ (afl

rhe a,tZeJ i -tie tireLat mst be known to ensure that the angle of amal

%C a,r A earn ta A, Aidtnhe :e a"brated acceptance cone of :he IR sensors for

:.::'rn An most ,msm wthin sight oi the ground site Ir ad tion. zhe

AC,..t % )r;enTtjn -ust aot bingAle rap&Jlv or be uanpredictabe dur'ml the l&asr test

sa.ec:JA~Aia! num be kmown to vnthin three degrees dunnig the laser test.

Rerrorttf.ezri rN wctssar' to enhance the apparent cross-sectional irea of

r.c ,Azew.i ', eral rctrore11tasors it 4:ht at a waeliengtb ot ) 5. ncrometers. with

,: s--efte o~s ional ama iI 1 t tmeers2. must be attached ao the Earth-

!, .c - a.e.C:' The erortlei ecrs must tv able to keep the ground ',aser site

*.. .. s r .n at -Le ,-:'s when the acecrat s aboe J degrees

as caar. -vr. ! e p.& t site



4. IR Sensm
Multiple IR sensors in distributed arrays are required to detect and measure

the propagated beam irradiance of the laser beams. The sensors must be capable of
measuring energy in the 3.6 to 4.2 micron region at various power levels as low as 0.25

mW cm2 and as high as 4.0 W,'cm2 .
5. Gravity Gradient Boom

The SKYLITE satellite uses gravity gradient stabilization. This technique

requires a gravity gradient boom for attitude stabilization. It is important that the
, boom is designed not only to deploy but also to retract, in case of failure to capture

the spacecraft into gravity gradient stabilization. It is also important to have the ability

to deploy the boom at various rates and to have an indication of boom length

deployed. It will be necessary to coat or polish the boom to minimize thermal gradients

which cause bending when the boom is in sunlight or in the laser beam.

6. Satellite Survivability
All structures and systems of the SKYLITE satellite are required to survive a

36 month exposure to the natural charged particle radiation environment appropriate

to the -00 kilometer orbit and the transient temperature increases which occur during

the high power laser test.

' Electrical Interfaces

Whie on the launch pad, provisions must be made to mqritor the SKYLITE

satelite using hardlines to the crew monitoring station in the cabin. Provisions must

also be made to maintain battery charge while on the pad.

8 Launch Requirement

While awaiting launch from the GAS can into a parking orbit, it will be

required to maintain temperatures in the GAS can to those of the survivable limits of
the satellite.

B. SKYLITE SATELLITE DESCRIPTION
The SKYLITE satellite is a gravity gradient stabilized 125 kilogram cylindrical

main structure, 35 inches long and 19 inches in diameter with I) a gravity gradient

boom extending 10 meters from the space end of the structure, and 2) four 1.33 meter

long sensor arms extending in the * x and * y directions located at the mid-section of
the spacecraft. The end of the gravity gradient boom contains a tip mass of 10

kilograms with solar cells attached to the space end. The spacecraft configuration and

17



mass is designed to fit into the extended Get-Away-Special (GAS) can onboard the
Space Shuttle. The design will also assure that the lifetime of the mission will exceed 36
months when placed into an orbit of 700 kilometers. The SKYLITE spacecraft flight

configuration, shown in Figure 2.1, illustrates the features of the SKYLITE satellite.
Because of the spacecraft structure and the nature of gravity gradient

stabilization, the sensor plane on the SKYLITE satellite will be oriented approximately

normal to the Earth radius, and facing Earth, while the opposite end will be pointed
toward space. A five eye sun sensor and a magnetometer will be used to determine the

attitude of the satellite.
To satisfy SKYLITE mission requirements, the satellite contains an array of IR

sensors for evaluation of radiation from the MIRACL laser. These sensors are located
on the Earth-end of the satellite and on the ends of the four booms extending from the

mid-section of the spacecraft.

Several retroreflectors are attached to the Earth-end of the satellite. An
Alexandrite laser, housed directly on top of the MIRACL laser, will be used with the
retroreflectors to measure atmospheric parameters along the path followed by the
MIRACL laser beams. This atmospheric probe beam from the Alexandrite laser is
reflected from the retroreflector to a ground based receiver at the laser site and is used
to characterize the column of air through which the probe beam traveled.

Based on the measured intensity variations across the wave front of the reflected
beam measured at the laser site, the MIRACL laser optics are adjusted to compensate
for atmospheric effects and an adapted MIRACL laser beam is directed through nearly

the same atmospheric column just measured, toward the sensor array on the satellite.
The MIRACL laser beam's cross sectional intensity is sampled, at a high data rate,
and measured by the IR sensors. This data is transmitted in real time to a ground
station, which is located at either White Sands or a designated Spacecraft Ground Link
System (SGLS) site, and relayed to the laser facility for processing.

The power subsystem is designed to supply power for one experiment which will

last no longer than one minute in duration, during a minimum sun orbit. On the
average, six to eight experiments per year will be conducted. SKYLITE power is
provided by solar cells mounted on the body of the satellite and on the space-end of
the gravity gradient tip mass. The 0.602 square meters of solar collectors produce
between 53 and 64 watts of energy. One 130 watt-hour NiCad battery stores the

energy until it is required.

18
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Figure 2.1 SKYLITE Spacecraft Flight Configuration.
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A telemetry, tracking, and command subsystem (TT&C) provides operational

control of the satellite. It is commanded by uplink commands and onboard stored

commands. The TT&C subsystem supports the mission function by telemetering the

I R sensor data from the sensor array subsystem to the ground in near real time, and
providing command and verification capability for deploying the gravity gradient boom
and capture of the spacecraft into gravity gradient stabilization. The TT&C also
performs a housekeeping function by providing real time equipment fault monitoring

and it collects and conditions telemetry from the spacecraft subsystems while

performing this function.

A radio frequency subsystem provides communication between the SKYLITE
satellite and the ground station via a 1.0 KBPS S-band command link and a 1.0 MBPS

S-band data link. The White Sands Missile Range or a designated SGLS site will
provide communications with the SKYLITE spacecraft. It is intended that the

communications system will be SGLS compatible.

C. SKYLITE LAUNCH PROFILE

The SKYLITE satellite is designed to be launched from the extended GAS Can
onboard the Space Shuttle into a circular parking orbit between 400 and 1400
kilometers at an inclination angle between 28.5 and 37.5. The separation point has not
yet been determined. The satellite will extend four arms in each of the x and v
directions for stabilization and then spin up using four one pound thrusters. The
satellite will then burn a five pound kick motor and make an altitude and plane change
into an operational orbit of 700 kilometers and to an inclination of 33 degrees. Once

operational orbit is obtained the spacecraft will despin. The gravity gradient boom will

be deployed to capture the satellite into gravity gradient stabilization. Provisions have
been made to retract the boom and re-attempt capture if the first attempt fads. The

SKYLITE satellite is designed to be operational for 36 months.

D. MISSION OPERATION SUMMARY

The tracking of the spacecraft can be performed at certain times during a pass bv
the Alexandnte tracking laser. The spacecraft s retroreflector will be illuminated by the
tracking laser beam, and by means of a ground based receiver, observe its reflected

beam of light.
During experimental operations, the Alexandnte illuminating beam is turned on

and aimed at the satcllite using the spacecraft ephemeris data and the precomputed



trajectory as the satellite ascends above the 45 degrees elevation angle from White

Sands. At 60 degrees elevation angle the MIRACL laser is turned on, and the IR beam

strikes the satellite. The I R sensor array measures the incident beam's energy.

Background measurements are taken just prior to and immediately after the

experiment. A single pass will typically last less than fifteen minutes, but the
experimental portion of a pass when the MIRACL laser is fired will last no longer than

one minute. Experiments using different power levels will be attempted. The power

incident on the satellite will range from 0.25 mijliwatts per square centimeter to 4.0

watts per square centimeter. The laser beam power will remain constant during each

experiment.

Onboard the satellite, the I R sensor array subsystem receives the I R beam and

measures its intensity distributed across the sensor array. Signal strength at each

sensor location is measured nearly simultaneously, then encoded and sent directly to

the wideband downlink formater. The output is modulated onto the S-band carrier in
the S-band transmitter, along with housekeeping data. This combined signal is

radiated from the satellite S-band cross-dipole antenna to the ground stations receiving

dish at 1.0 MBPS. The ground station demodulates the data and sends near real time

data to the experimenter for analysis.
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III. THE ORION CONCEPT

The basic spacecraft bus selected for the SKYLITE design is a variant of the
Orion spacecraft. Orion is the program name assigned to a collective project begun at

the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in the fall of 1985. The program's focus is the

design and construction of a satellite. NPS students provide most of the engineering

and design effort, with the remainder subcontracted as funds allow. Each engineering

discipline at NPS would concentrate on pertinent spacecraft design problems. For

example, mechanical engineering students will concentrate on structures, response to

vibration, and thermal control. All Orion design considerations emphasize low cost

access to space. This satellite will fill a current industry wide void by providing a

common bus to transport a variety of mission oriented hardware.

The Space Transportation System (STS) has the ability to launch small
spacecraft by placing them into small canisters secured in the cargo bay. Payloads

launched by this method are called Get Away Specials (GAS), and the launching

canisters acquired the name GAS Can. This dispenser attracted enough interest to

warrant the design and development of a slightly larger receptacle, called the Extended

GAS Can.The Extended Gas Can, illustrated in Figure 3.1, has an inner diameter of 19

inches and length of 35 inches. The Orion spacecraft selected for the SKYLITE
experiment will be deployed via the Extended GAS Can , and must adhere to these
volume constraints. As of August, 1987, the Extended GAS Can was under design,

with an anticipated first flight date of late 1989. This date will coincide with the

completion of construction on the SKYLITE spacecraft.

The main features of the Orion spacecraft will be presented, with discussion of
specific points relevant to the SKYLITE spacecraft. The Orion satellite is designed as

a bus to ferry small, relatively simple payloads into low Earth orbit. The payload

capability is between 50 and 130 pounds, depending on mission duration and desired

propulsion. If the 130 pounds of mission equipment is required the launch weight of
Orion will be 275 pounds. Three basic models of Orion are available, with the tradeoffs

of propellant versus payload weight. The longer lived and high orbit experiments

require the most propulsion, decreasing available payload weight. Conversely, the
short ived and low altitude expenments are allowed maximum payload due to the

small fuel demands. These tradeoffs are illustrated in Figure 3.2. [Ref. 1: p. 1-321
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Figure 3.1 Extended GAS Canister.

The Orion satellite has been designed with 7 thrusters. Six thrusters are .1 lbr

rated, and used for spin up and attitude control. The seventh thruster is 12 lbf and is

used for insertion and stationkeeping. Spin stabilization, with appropriate sensors to
ascertain attitude, is the method of stabilization. Since the spacecraft is inherently.

unstable when spinning, a means to introduce stability is necessary. For SKYLITE the

extension of four short booms, with masses attached at the end, provide the desired

stability. If no additional stabilization method is developed, the majority of Hydrazine

fuel will be quickly consumed by Active Nutation Control. The Electrical Power

System of Orion wiU provide 15 watts of continuous power to the payload module. The

power supply will be body mounted solar cells supplemented during eclipse by Nickel

Cadmium batteries. Although not necessary for the SKYLITE, Orion has a bubble

memory data recorder aboard. The satellite will have an inherent SGLS and TDRSS

compatible telemetry system as part of the bus support. [Ref. 1: p. 1-321
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Fig,,ure 3.2 Propulsion vs Payload Tradeoffs of Orion.

Two major modifications to the Orion spacecraft will be required for the

SKYLITE experiment. These modifications are the addition of several IR sensors on

the Earth facing side of the spacecraft and the inclusion of an extendable gravity

gravity boom and tip mass. The sensors fulfill the basic experimental purpose, which is

measuring the incident radiation from to a laser. The gravity gradient boom is

necessary to provide a passive stabilization method for SKYLITE, once it arrives on

station. If the passive stabilization method was not used, the active method of Active

Nutation Control would consume such large quantities of Hydrazine that the

experiment lifetime would be significantly shortened.
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IV. ORBITAL ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION
Proper orbit selection is the most important aspect of the satellite design process.

All other elements in the design process depend upon orbital selection. For example,

the particular orbit selected enables the solar panels to achieve their proper orientation

with respect to the arriving solar radiation, as well as finely balances the

thermodynamic considerations in the thermal design. Typically, the selection of an

orbit is a compromise which simultaneously provides for accurate experimental results

and creates a healthy environment for satellite operation.

The demands placed on the SKYLITE orbital selection were considerable

[Ref. 21:

* Peak elevation of 80 degrees.

* Laser slew rate of 10-20 mrad/sec.

• Satellite lifetime of 36 months.

* Northward laser firing azimuth.

* Laser firing periods of at least 60 seconds.

• One day revisit time, allowing at least one 60 second lasing period.

Although not specifically requested by the experimenters, an additional

requirement became necessary. The satellite exposure to thermal damage by the laser

must be minimized. As the orbital altitude increases, laser path loss also increases, thus

lessening the laser irradiance at the spacecraft. A baseline value for satellite altitude,

and consequently, propagation path loss, would provide a maximum laser irradiance at

the spacecraft upon which the thermal design and spacecraft protection could be based.

This baseline altitude was selected to be 500 kilometers, and is the minimum altitude

allowable for SKYLITE. Should the satellite decay below 500 kilometers, the

decreasing laser path loss would raise the irradiance to intolerable values. The

spacecraft will be inserted into a 700 kilometer orbit, and subsequent analysis must

determine whether compensation is necessary to counteract orbital decay. The

requirements listed above were examined for their effect on orbital selection. Their

impact is subsequently explained, with elaboration on pertinent phenomena.
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Figure 4.1 MIRACL Laser Firing Limitations, Side and Top View.

restrictions due to construction of the laser are severely limiting. This affects the orbital

selection. Since the purpose of the SKYLITE experiment is to measure irradiated

power on a spacecraft from the MIRACL laser, the spacecraft must be in a position to

be illuminated by the laser beam. If the laser had unrestricted freedom in azimuth and
elevation, the selection of a proper orbit wouid ensure the M I RACL laser site at White

Sands Missile Range (WSMR) passed within the satellite swath width. The specific
limitations of the MIRACL laser in azimuth are (relative to true north) 160 degrees

clockwise to 080 degrees. The elevation limits are 060 degrees to 080 degrees. These

restrictions are illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The satellite must fly through the

annular cone described by the laser firing limitations to adequately sample laser power.

[Ref 21
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Figure 4.2 Firing Limitation Cone.

B. ORBITAL INCLINATION
The orientation of the azimuthal restrictions affect the selection of the satellite

inclination. The specific inclination which maximizes the number of satellite passes

through the firing cone must be selected. Except for a firing bearing of 080 to 090
degrees, any pass to the north of the MIRACL site at 60 to 80 degrees elevation

provides conditions for a successful shot. The restrictions on a southward firing bearing

are more severe. For a southern shot, the restricted azimuth is 080 to 160 degrees, or

almost half of the available bearings. Thus, a northern firing bearing was selected

which would be satisfied by the satellite deployment into an inclination greater than

the latitude of the MIRACL site. Since the MIRACL site is at 32.6 degrees North

latitude, a 33 degree orbital inclination was selected for SKYLITE. The dependency of
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spacecraft subsystems, such as the propulsion system, on orbital selection becomes

immediately apparent. The propellant aboard SKYLITE must be sufficient for orbital

injection after deployment from STS. The Propulsion Analysis chapter demonstrates
SKYLITE's capability to reach orbits of 33 degrees inclination from a range of S TS
orbits. Thus, the inclination of SKYLITE. based on MIRACL azimuthal finng

constraints, is consistent with the capabilities afforded by spacecraft subsystems

C. MINIMUM ORBITAL ALTITUDE

The effect of the 36 month orbital lifetime requirement, which is also intimately

related to .propulsion, is also examined in depth in the propulsion chapter. The altitude
requirements were to maintain the satellite altitude above 500 kilometers. At and above

500 kilometers the laser path loss was great enough to reduce laser intensity to a level

tolerable by spacecraft hardening. SKYLITE, as is true of all spacecraft, is extremely

sensitive to temperature fluctuations. The thermal balance is delicate and precisely

controlled. Should the spacecraft descend to an altitude at which the satellite thermal

hardening techniques may be overcome by laser irradiance, the thermal balance will be

catastrophically upset. Another orbital parameter, the satellite altitude, is now defined,

based on the need to lessen the laser's power by increasing its path loss.

D. MAXIMUM ORBITAL ALTITUDE

The minimum satellite altitude was contingent on the need to rrutigate laser
thermal damage. The upper altitude limit is dictated by the laser slew rate

consideration. The MIRACL laser'does not have an unlimited train rate throughout its

attainable azimuths and elevations. Instead, it must be limited to slew rates of 10 to 20
mrad/sec. The altitude of the satellite affects the slew rate directly. The lower the

altitude, the quicker the satellite crosses the field of view. Conversely, the higher the
satellite, the slower the satellite traverses the field of view. At geosynchronous altitude

of approximately 36,000 kilometers, the period of satellite revolution equals the

rotation of the earth, and the satellite appears stationary. An approach was required to

refine the upper altitude between 500 and 36,000 kilometers.

The following discussion evaluates the satellite orbital altitudes which correspond

to slew rates of 10 to 20 mrad/sec. This slew rate represents the angular velocity of the
6 MIRACL pointing mirror as it tracks and lases SKYLITE. The tendency is to

approach the problem and evaluate the slew rate in terms of angular Nelocitv at the

Earth's center. Although this approach is considerably simpler, the results would be

28
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The computer programs used to assist the lasing period study were Amoeba,

provided with the assistance of Aerospace Corporation, and the Navy Exercise Support

Terminal (NEST). Both programs similarly modeled the flight of SKYLITE through

many orbits and counted the number and duration of each pass which entered the

MIRPACL lasing cone. The pointing angle limitations of the MIRACL laser were
adequately modeled, together with SKYLITE ephemeris data. The NEST program was
particularly helpful in accounting for the orbital iterations during a long time interval.

and the Amoeba program contributed greatly to the analysis of each specific orbit, if

desired.
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Figure 4.5 Number of Daily SKYLITE Passes Through Laser Cone.

The results of each program were coincident. They agreed in both periodicity and
duration of lasing periods. The trend of lasing periods, as illustrated in Figures 4.5 and

4.6 demonstrated that the proposed orbit of 700 ilometers and 33 degrees, was
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Figure 4.6 Numiber or Daily 60 Second Lasing Periods Available.

adequate for thc lasing period requirements. Although the 60 second las~ng period did

not appear daily, it was available on approximately half of all the day s analyzed. The

MIRACL laser will actually illuminate SKYLITE at a frequency of 6 times per )ear for

the satellite lifetime of 3 years [Ref 21. At peak lasing periods the spacecraft may be

lased approximately once per week for six weeks. The 50 percent daily availability of 64)

second lasing periods was judged sufficienit for the SKYLITE mission, gi'ien the relati~e

scarce niumbcr of illumination periods. A lasing period occurring een other da% is

more than sufficient to meet anticipated \4IRACL laser demands.

The previous analysis must be repeated for the orbital altitude at the end of the

satellite's lifetime. Atmosphenc drag rnay cause the orbital altitude to decay to a point

that the periodicity requiremnents will no longer be met. A decay analvsis, as explained

in the Propulsion chapter, indicated the orbital decay, after 36 months would be

approximately 20 kiomewters, leaving SKYLITE at an altitude of 680 kiometers The
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analysis on the frequency and duration of lasing periods was repeated for an altitude of

680 kilometers. No substantial change in either frequency or duration of lasing periods
was noted.

F. CONCLUSION
The difficulty of selecting an orbit which satisfies all restrictions was evident in

the described analysts. The selected orbit satisfies the orbital requirements listed b%
PMW-145, with the exception of frequency of firing periods. The chosen orbit provides

a 60 second laser finng period approximately every other day, vice daily, as PMW-1.45

specifications required. Given the few lasing periods per year (approximately six), the
need to wait an additional day does not inhibit laser operations sufficiently enough to

warrant expenditure of more funds (for one or two more satellites) to meet the initial

PMW- 145 laser period requirement.

The selected orbit at 33 degrees inclination and 700 kilometers altitude
successfully meets the specifications regarding thermal damage mitigation, satellite

lifetime, laser slew rate, and finng duration. The ability to meet all requirements, save
one, with a single satellite provides great operational flexibility. The laser experiment

can be adequately conducted once a single spacecraft is orbiting, instead of waiting for

two or three satellites to achieve successful orbit.
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V. PROPI LSION ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION
Ine Or.on propulsion system will be implemented into the SKYLITE design with

no modifications The outlined propulsion components are ideal for combining the high

retiab:t,. of the Orion concept with the long hfetime required in the SKYLITE

experiment However. although SKYLITE will use the same propulsive elements as

Orion. :he% will be emplo.ed differently due to the differences in stabilizatiun

technques The Orion concept provides for spin stabilization. with Active Nutation

Control based on the differences between spin and transverse moments of inertia. The

fuel consumed would be distributed among the requirements for spacecraft insertion,
;.::.aton control, and orbital decay compensation. For the SKYLITE spacecraft, the

use of gravitr gradient stabiization eliminates the consumption of fuel for attitude

control and makes the surplus available for other uses. The significant amount of fuel

saved b% using passive stabilization then becomes available for satellite insertion, thus

expanding the range of STS orbits allowing successful injection to the SKYLITE

,.at~on. Fuel aboard SKYLITE. not used for insertion, will be used to spin up and
r.tard the satellite as it proceeds to station.

The propulsion s% stem designed for Orion offered three basic configurations. One

of the options was to be selected for each Orion variant, optimizing the tradeoffs
between payload weight and lifetime. The selection differences presented a choice

between taking a large amount of fuel with a small payload or, conversely, a small

amount of fuel creating space for a large payload. The equipment and volume

constraints for the SKYLITE payload offered the situation that, due to the relatively

undemanding volume constraints, no tradeoff between payload and fuel became

necessary. This advantage is considerable. The SKYLITE spacecraft has a long

lifetime, is insertable from a wide envelope of STS orbits, and allows all experimental

instrumentation to be placed on board for the duration of the experiment.

The Orion propulsion system, as selected for the SKYLITE satellite consists of a

It inch O.D.) spherical hydrazine storage tank, 6 thrusters rated at .1 lbf, I main

thruster rated a 12 lbf, and piping connecting the thrusters with the tank. The

propellant used for all thrusters is Hydrazine, rated at a specific impulse of 220
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seconds. The small thrusters are designed for spin up and spin down, and the large

thruster is used for spacecraft insertion. Although the specific impulse of Hydrazine

could be boosted substantially with thruster heaters, the electrical draw to sufficiently

power these heaters is prohibitive. The propulsion design takes great advantage of the

ability to turn the thrusters on and off repeatedly, providing great flexibility over the

use of solid fuel. (Ref. I: p. 1-32]

The fuel contained in the storage tank is balanced against the requirements for

the SKYLITE flight profile. The sequence of fuel consumption is as follows. The STS

or&)tter will eject the SKYLITE satellite into a position from which the spacecraft can

reach operational altitude and inclination. Once the shuttle is safely clear of the

spacecraft, the SKYLITE will be directed to deploy its short stabilizing booms and

begin spin up. Once a rotational velocity of 100 rpm is reached, the attitude control

thrusters will turn the satellite and the main thruster will fire, beginning the journey to

station. Two major main thruster burns will occur. The first burn happens at perigee,

commencing a Hohmann transfer ellipse to the orbital altitude. The second burn

begins at apogee and circularizes the orbit at operational altitude. The inclination

. change angle will be divided into a plane change at perigee together with a plane

change at apogee. A program exists, which will be subsequently explained, that

determines the optimal plane change at perigee and apogee giving the least required

delta velocity and fuel consumption. Once station attitude and inclination is attained,

SKYLITE is despun, eliminating all rotation about the longitudinal axis. The

conditions for gravity gradient capture are examined, and if they are found satisfactory,

the boom will be extended. If the capture is unsuccessful, the gravity gradient boom

will be retracted and stabilization will be reattempted. This last feature is an advantage

of retaining the Orion's attitude control thrusters for SKYLITE, when at first

examination, they appeared extraneous for gravity gradient stabilization. The presence

of the attitude control thrusters will provide the means for reorienting the spacecraft

should the spacecraft be captured upside down or if capture is unsuccessful. As

evidenced by several capture attempts and subsequent mission aborts, the process of

capturing spacecraft stabilization with the gravity gradient method is extremely

tenuous. Any meani to provide several attempts at capture raises the reliability of the

mission.

Thoughtful evaluation of the fuel demands throughout the mission will provide a

plan for fuel consumption. The largest fuel demand will be that necessary to place the
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spacecraft into its desired orbit. The priorities impacting the decision for a specific orbit

will be explained. The experimental considerations which indicated the optimum orbit
follow. The Navy office directing the SKYLITE experiment outlined the physical firing
constraints on the MIRACL site at White Sands Missile Range. For reasons evaluated
in the Orbital Analysis chapter, an orbit of 33 degrees inclination and 700 kilometers
was selected. Thus, the satellite is given an orbital requirement based on experimental

constraints. The propulsion system must move the satellite from the STS orbit to the
operational orbit, and satisfy these orbital requirements. Also, the SKYLITE altitude
is governed by the need to mitigate thermal damage due to MIRACL's irradiance. An
altitude region between 500 and 700 kilometers provides sufficient laser path loss to
prevent laser damage to satellite components. This altitude requirement places a
demand on the propulsion system to compensate for orbital decay of the spacecraft,
should it descend below 500 kilometers.

The envelope of operation for the SKYLITE and its propulsion system is now
defined. The Orion propulsion system, as applied to SKYLITE, must insert the satellite

from as wide a shuttle envelope as possible. It must also compensate for orbital decay,
should the satellite altitude wither to less than 500 kilometers and it should provide fuel
for spin up and spin down as station is attained. The following calculations figure the
amounts of fuel consumed by each of these three requirements and show the best
distribution of available fuel in meeting these requirements.

B. TOTAL FUEL AVAILABLE

The Orion variant selected for SKYLITE provides the most fuel available of any
Orion design. The fuel is contained in a large spherical tank located in the lower half of
the bus. All the Hydrazine available for any propulsion application resides in this tank.

A,* The total fuel available to SKYLITE during its three year mission can be calculated

given the density of Hydrazine and the internal volume of the sphere.
* p of Hydrazine at 68e F - 1.0085 g,'cm 3

p of Hydrazine at 32a F = 1.0256 g/cm 3

The volume of the tank is computed from its internal radius of 7.76 inches.
Volume - (4/3)nr 3

P Volume - (4/3)n(7.76 in) 3(2.54 cm/in)3

Voiume - 32118.4 cm 3

The density of the hydrazine at 68. will be selected to compute the fuel available as
this quantity is conservative and more accurately reflects the operating temperature of

the Hydrazine propellant when used in the space environment.
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M - p x V - 1.0085 g/cm 3(32118.4 cm 3) - 32.4 kg of fuel

TABLE I

POTENTIAL FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOR SKYLITE

DECAY COMPENSATION FUEL --.-- kg
SPIN UP SPIN DOWN --.-- kg
INSERTION FUEL . kg
TOTAL FUEL AVAILABLE i3. kg

The total fuel available for all activities is 32.4 kg of Hydrazine. A propellant

budget appropriately assigns fuel to each demand to meet mission demands. The fuel

allotment must be separated into the categories listed in Table 1.

C. FUEL REQUIREMENTS

1. Orbital Decay
ESKYLITE will be initially inserted into a circular orbit of 700 kilometers. The

orbit, once established, will begin to decay. The amount of decay is estimable each

orbit, based on the properties of atmospheric density (which is low but affecting at
LEO altitudes), cross sectional area, spacecraft velocity and the coefficient of drag. If
the satellite descends to 500 kilometers a major burn will be necessary to reestablish a

700 kilometer orbit. Although equations exist to predict the decay for a specific

spacecraft at a given altitude, the latitude of ranges available for the variables in the

equation make the calculations approximate. For example, the values for atmospheric

density depend on many factors such as solar activity and orbital altitude. Initial
calculations using nominal values provide insight into the magnitude of the decay.

Following this, the maximum and minimum decay possible can be explored, using the

limiting quantities for all variables. This final approach will give a range of orbital

decay that can be anticipated and countered, if necessary. The graph of these

calculations is shown in Figure 5.1
The decay per orbit can be calculated [Ref. 3: p. 8-2 8 - 8-311:

h - 2(p/m)n(R e + h)2CdA

The variables in the equation apply as follows:

p - atmospheric density (kg/m 3 )

m - spacecraft mass (kg)
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SKYLITE DECAY (ARDC DENSITY)
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Figure 5.1 Orbital Decay Based on Atmospheric Density.

m = spacecraft mass (kg)

h altitude (m)

Cd = coefficient of drag

A - cross sectional area (m2 )

Assumptions:

(1) 30 kg of propellant was consumed during original insertion. This value is

,* conservative because it provides the lightest satellite configuration on orbit. Since

lifetime is proportional to spacecraft weight, the lowest weight will give the

shortest lifetime.
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(3) An atmospheric density of p - 3 x 10-13 kgrn3 was used. This figure is

extracted from the ARDC model which provides atmospheric density which is
higher than median values [Ref. 10: p. 77-93]. Since decay is proportional to p, a
higher value will cause more decay. Thus if decay requirements can be satisfied at
the ARDC values for p, they will be more easily satisfied at lower values for
atmospheric density.

Ah = 2(3 x I0"13 kg/m 3 )(6.378 x 106 + 700 x 106 m)2 (3X.429 m 2)/r,'(105 kg)

h - 1.157 m'orbit

Orbital decay will be allowed until SKYLITE altitude is 500 kilometers. At
500 kin, as indicated previously, the satellite will be configured for a major thruster

burn, and reinsertion will be resumed at 700 kilometers. Computing the number of
times that SKYLITE must compensate for decay is extremely important. This will
determine the fuel reserved for decay compensation and the remaining fuel may be used

for original orbit insertion.
The time period required for SKYLITE to decay from 500 to 700 kilometers

must be computed.

Total AH = (700-500)kin = 200 km

AH/Ah= (200 km)/(l.157 m/orbit) - 172860 orbits
Total decay time = 172860 orbits x (98.7 min/orbit) - 11848 days

The time to decay to 500 kilometers exceeds the 3 year desired orbital lifetime.
Thus, a nominal atmospheric density does not create enough friction and decay to
require a counteracting thruster bum. If this statement is true of all possible values for
p, the requirement to reserve fuel for countering orbital decay may be eliminated.

Assume the launch and deployment of SKYLITE is delayed from the 1990

date to a time when solar activity is at a peak. During a period of intense solar activity
the atmospheric density increases substantially. Historical atmospheric density values,

*- obtained from Marshall Space Flight Center upper atmosphere models [Ref. 4: p. 51,
indicate that Patm maximum for 700 kilometers is approximately 3 x I0 - 12 kg,'m 3. The
time to decay from 700 to 500 kilometers, given this increase in atmospheric density,

must be recalculated.

h - 2(p/mXRe+h)2 ACd

Ah - 2(3 x 10- 12 kg,.m 3 )7.078 x 106 m) 2(.429 m2)u(3)/(i05 kg)
&h - 11.57 mreorbit
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Again, the number of orbits and time required to decay from 700 to 500 kilometers

must be calculated.

Total orbits - AH,'Ah = 200 km.(1l.57 m/orbit) = 17279 orbits

Total time = 17279 orbits x (98.7 min/orbit) = 1184 days

The period required to decay from 700 to 500 kilometers, even during solar

active periods, exceeds the planned experimental lifetime of the spacecraft. The

calculations, as outlined above, indicate that reserving fuel for counteracting orbital

decay is not necessary.

2. Spacecraft Spin Up and Spin Down, and Boom Length Determination

The SKYLITE spacecraft will have one occasion when it must be spun for

stability. This occurs after STS drops the satellite into the parking orbit. Spinning the

satellite will provide gyroscopic stability as it transits to station. The fuel required to

complete the spin up evolution depends on the thrust of the rockets providing

rotational motion, the moment of inertia of the spacecraft about the axis of spin, and

the time required to attain the desired angular velocity.

The small thrusters, rated at .1 lbf, will provide the spin up torque. These

thrusters are located at the satellites periphery and are perpendicular to the spin axis.

Prior to spin up four stabilizing booms will be deployed, giving SKYLITE inherent

spin stability by satisfying the requirement that the moment of inertia about the spin

axis (Is) is greater than the transverse moment of inertia (It) [Ref. 5: p. 117.118j. To

determine angular acceleration, and additionally, fuel consumed during spin up, the

moment of inertia must be determined.

The booms must be a minimum length to provide inherent spin stability. Built

into the side of the Orion bus are four channels providing recesses to shelter the booms

prior to extension. The boom length must exceed a certain critical length to provide

spin stability. The length of these booms will be determined in the following

calculations. The Orion configuration is described in Figure 5.2.

The moments of inertia about the transverse and spin axes must be computed.

The boom must be lengthened or the ball masses made heavier so Is will be greater

than It .

About the spin axis:
lballs 2 4mball L 2

'total , 4mballL 2 + (li2)Mr 2

About the transverse axis:
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ie 5.V ROiiewom eloefotan o iw
Abou thespinaxis

'ball = 4mallL

1tot~~~~~l lmie 2 + I '2 M

About the transe axis:

'balls = mballL 2

1total (l,'l12)MN(3r 2 +h'") + 2mballL2

To achieve stability the ratio of I~ and Imust be greater than or equal to

one.

Let heehhr L'-.L/r m'=mb/M
Place these substitutions into the ratio of I~ to I:

1-/t 6(1+8m'L2)'A3 + h,2+ 24m'L2)
Solve for mL2

mt' 2 ow (1/24XhW2 
-3)

h,2 - 3-0
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i7
h - hr - 03 n :n) - 3684

h > v 3 balls will .t required for stabilizati.wn

Take the abce 'altie tor '. AnJ rser* nti 'he equalon -eiat-ng j

and II

.n• 2.4 so h - ).m L - II 24~h--', -,I , e)84-.', -.

\ow. :here is a tradecf" between m ind L The haian.e between .n and [. : '-.e

resoived. The stabd~tv booms must fit into the ongerons channel re.eswse sc crigohs

of boom matenal. Citted into the ,ongerons is a good assumption Wor ri .xjmum !ngth

Also, the PMW-1-45 expenmenters stated that sting and samphlng sensors .t greater

than I 5 meters from the center of the bottom of 'hie spacecraft would Ie .. ,ue'

the exper.ment !Ref 2)]. An interval for L is thus given, together with *he .ndlatior

V that the mass placed in the balls will be used productivel, Assume that the length of
boom is one and a half times Oron s length. This boom would extend a ,.istane from

the spin axis equal to .he radius plus the ',ength of the boom.

L (I x 35 in + 95 in) - 62 in

L= L r - 162 in) (9 5 in 6.526. using the equation above

.n L'2 _ ..41 .m _- 41_) (6 262-)

m - m,M = 010. Mb - M(m) = 1.25 kg

The general shape and mass contained in the stabilization booms has been drven by

the above approach. Given the constraints of boom lengths, the rminmuni mass

necessary in the booms end is 1.25 kg. If the mass is greater for this boom ieng'h. the

gyroscopic stiffness for spin stabilization will be greater. However, if the mass in the

boom ends increases considerably, the moment of inertia about the spin axis wll rise.

increasing the amount of fuel'necessary for spin up and spin down.

As discussed previously, the fuel required for spin up and spin down is

dependent on the size of the spin up thrusters, the satellite moment of inertia about the

spin axis, and the final angular velocity. SKYLITE will use an angular velocity of 100

rpm. This figure was discussed with engineers at John Hopkins Applied Ph.sics Lab.

They felt 100 rpm was a good compromise between the extreme gyroscopic stiffness

provided by higher angular velocities and the more affordable fuel consumption

involved in attaining lower angular velocities [Ref. 6]. The thruster size of I lbf will

act at a distance from the spin axis of 9.5 inches. This distance is coincidentally the
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spacec; ft radius P+e morent 3i ne.a lor .he ateibte wiUI nt computed naset! )n

assumnptions mde .n the pretedLng "ext

The -,asi, quaticn -ei.A.ng * nc romct n An d Anlgular
m.e+.ieTt:on '$ .isied

I -a iso Tf - -

n e *aars.cs :r. -1c et.r re As cc~

a s$$ moment nt r..a about 'he spin axis ikg-m

I - angular a3.Ceieration about 'he spin axis 'rad s2

d - tstance rorn -he thruster to the spin axis 4m)

F - :he iorc, ol the .hrusteT, \,

Calcuiate I for the spacecraft when the total satellite mass is 125 kg. Assume the mass

of each nall is 1 k~g. the booms are massless, and the distance from each ,all to the

spin axis is b2 iches 1 5-5 rn'

i s  I 2Mr2 - 4 mSL'

I A 1 I 11 kgi 13 m " - .-1! 5 kg l 1 5"5 m)2

-4, g-m- 14 8"9 kg-ma

kg-m

Determine the torque produced by the thrusters and substitute the value for moment of
inert:a into the equation relating torque, moment of inertia and angular acceleration.

T - radius of spacecraft x force of thrusters

T-rx F
":-2T =9.5 in x . Ilbr

T - 1073 N-m

a - (Torque)'(Moment of ineria)

a TI

a - (.1073 N-m),(18.34 kg-m')

a .00585 rad s 2

Given an angular acceleration of .00585 rad,, s2 how long will the satellite take to attain
an angular velocity of 100 rpm?

t - time - 0) a
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t - (10.47 radisec)i(00585 rads 2)

t - 1790 sec - 29.83 minutes

The time the thrusters must burn dunng spin up is approximately 30 minutes. This
seems like an inordinately long burn until the small thruster and short torque arm is
taken into account. The weight of fuel required for spin up can be calculated.

Wp - (Thruster force x time), Isp

Wp M (.1 lbf x 1790 s), 220 s
Wp M 37 kg of Hydrazine

The fuel required for despin is equal to that consumed during spin up. The total fuel
thus burned during a single spin up and despin cycle is approximately .75 kg. This
portion of fuel is a mix1nal amount, particularly considering only one such evolution is

necessary.

Thus far the demands on the propulsion system have been small. No
propellant reserve is needed for countering orbital drag, and only 1-2 kg will be used to
spin the spacecraft. This circumstance provides the opportunity to expand the insertion
envelope as much as possible by making almost all the propellant available for the

transfer evolution.

3 Spacraft Insertion

The previous calculations concerning fuel expenditures have left an allowance
of 31 kg to be used for orbital insertion. A determination of shuttle orbits which allow

insertion of Orion to 700 km and 33 degrees inclination must be made. Nominal STS
orbits extend from 400-1400 kilometers in altitude and from 28-56 degrees in
inclination. The higher altitudes and inclinations come at the expense of reduced
payload and higher propellant fraction. The 31 kg of fuel does not provide enough AV
to attain SKYLITE's operating station from the entire shuttle orbit envelope.
The approach taken to solve this problem was to divide the STS orbital envelope into a
grid and compute the AV from each point in the grid to SKYLITE's operating altitude
and inclination. The fuel consumed during this maneuver was calculated using
W-Wp(I - exp('AV Ispg)) Except from orbits of 33 degrees inclination, all insertion

maneuvers involved a change of altitude and inclination. The evolution is completed
with two burns. The first burn occurs at perigee and initiates a Hohmann transfer
ellipse to SKYLITE altitude. The second burn simultaneously circularizes the orbit
and completes the plane change. The range of STS orbits from which SKYLITE can

be injected is shown in Figure 5.3.
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CURVES APPLY FOR 31 KG FUEL

400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 600.0 900.0 1000.0 1100.0 1200.0 1300.0 1400.0

ORBITAL ALTITUDE (KM)

Figure 5.3 STS Orbits Allowing Skylite Injection with 31 kg.

W-W I o exp(.AV"sg)) Except from orbits of 33 degrees inclination, all insertion

maneuvers involved a change of altitude and inclination. The evolution is completed

with two bums. The rst burn occurs at perigee and initiates a Hohmann transfer

ellipse to SKYLITE altitude. The second burn simultaneously circularizes the orbit

and completes the plane change. The range of STS orbits from which SKYLITE can

be injected is shown in Figure 5.3.

A means was necessary to determine how much of the inclination plane change

should be attempted at perigee and how much would remain at apogee. The US Space
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Figure 5.4 Depiction oz LV at Perigee and Apogee.

Launch Systems Handbook took the smplifying approach that the perigee burn would
involve no plane change and the apogee burn would both circularize the orbit and

complete the entire plane change [Ref. 7: Appendix A-21. This method was initially

used to gain an appreciakion of the fuel quantity involved. However, engineers at

Aerospace Corporation mentioned that this simplified approach would provide fuel

estimates about ten percent too high [Ref 81. They provided an algorithm, to be

cntered on a computer, that would caiculate the most cncient division of plane change

at perigee and at apogee, minimizing fuel expended. The algorithm was iterative,

beginning with no plane change at perigee and total plane at apogee and proceeding to

the inverse, when all the plane change is done at perigee and none at apogee. The

program will generate a curve whose minimum is the lowest AV available. This

minimum value was evaluated as the fuel necessary to transfcr SKYLITE from its

parking orbit to its operational orbit. This geometry of this approach is illustrated in

Figure 5.4. [Ref. 9: p. 72)
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The a%* necessary at both penge and apOgee Lan be calcutated is a fanction

of inchination change at each point !Re( 14 p '21

The total piane Ahange 0

Plane , hange at perigee u

P'a-i -hange at apigee - ,

-= i - .

t V".-V P~ "V l-2\pr!.oa
- r I \ r J

LI .2V 2 L V rLU '(A

I nunirruze zhe total afV the values for a must he .ared from zero ". e e~t.re

plane change An iterative solution. using the abome equations, indicated the rrumnimum

aV possible

D. C ONCLL'SION

TABLE 2

PROPELLA'.r BLDGEI FOR SKYLI U \IlSSIU"

DECA'N (t-IPE\S \IliO II EL ,1) k
SPIN I P SPI\ o 14 l g
[\SER rO\ Ft., k,
[Or.\L F-L EL AVAILABL- 2.4k

The propellant budget for SKYLITE is surnrnnzed in Table 2. The signtiLant

advantage of fael conseration due to selecting gravity gradient stabilization becomes

apparent in the previous analysis. Gra'ity gradient stabilization. requinng no fuel

expenditure for active control, increases the total propellant available for other uses

Except for one spin up and despin maneuver, all the fuel aboard Orion is allot:ed to

insertion. This creates noticeable operational flexibility to deploy SKYLITE Irom a

larger portion of the STS orbital regime. Also, the optimuzed method of calculating aV

iduring the insertion phase uses ten percent less fuel making the operational orbit

attainable from an even larger portion of the STS operating regime- This proides

planning flexibility which gives mission planners the option of launching SKYtLi Fi on

shuttle mission profiles deviating considerably from the heart of the envelope
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VI. THERMAL ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

One per'as;i.e requirement in the design of a spacecraft is thermal control. Each

,.omponen" m the satellite must remain within operating or survival temperatures at all

•n:es Once the satellite is operating successfully in space, the thermal system must

Traie "or the duration of the mission. The thermal control system must satisfy a

nv.moer of %arious conditions both internal and external to the satellite. For instance, it

MLst operate in the vacuum of space and in the presence of the many types of

-adiation. This may seem like a difficult condition to meet requiring much time,

persornel and money but the alternative will prove disastrous for the mission.

To design the proper thermal control system a thermal analysis must be

performed on various nodes in the satellite. The thermal analysis enables designers to

predict :emperatures at various points in the satellite allowing for early implementation

of -icti e or passive cooling or heating techniques. This also allows for the proper

,ece')n of components and materials with specifications that meet the temperature

:ge, pre::cted for the operational lifetime of the satellite.

Ihe anarasis is performed in various stages. Initially, a coarse estimate is done to

.rd 'he o',erall a~erage temperature of the spacecraft and to appraise the relative

mainitude of heat inputs from the various thermal sources. This analysis is then

ad'.aned to a meticulous and complex study of hundreds of nodal points located

•hrcuihout the satellite.

To perform the initial thermal analysis of SKYLITE, the satellite will be

considered an isothermal body. The approach taken here is one of simplicity and

approximation which is not the least trivial. Simple and approximate calculations can

provide excellent introduction to more complex calculations and serve as a valuable
:heck on more accurate computation [Ref 11: p. 1-11.

The calculations for this analysis are applicable to computing the average

temperature of the satellite. The average temperature is actually the fourth power

a.eragze. aken o'er the satellite surface, but weighted by the emittance of the various

s-.rta, e elements. The average temperature obtained represents a number that will be
Pre temperature of some point within the satellite. This fairly simple calculation
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determines the temperature of the satellite, even though the location of this particular

temperature may be unknown. It represents a goal that can often be achieved for any

desired internal point, if suitable insulation or heat transfer paths are provided.

[Ref. 11: p. 1-17]

The average satellite temperature for SKYLITE is given by Equation 6.1

[Ref. 11: p. 2-14].

a "4 = (uc) (a/A) (S) (W) + (ac) (p) + it + (Q/EA). (eqn 6.1)

where

a = Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.66 x 10-8 W,'m 2 o K)

T = temperature (o K)

a = absorptivity of surface (or absorptance)

c - emissivity of surface ( or enittance)

a = projected area (m2)

A = surface area (m2 )
-= solar constant(Wm 2)

%g fractional suntime

p = reflected sunlight on plane, averaged over all orientations, and over all
points equidistant from earth (W/m 2 )

p = earth-emitted radiation for plane, averaged over all orientations (Wim 2 )
Q = internally generated heat, usually electrical dissipation (watt)

It can be seen that there are four principle factors involved in calculating the
average temperature. These four factors are solar radiation, earth's albedo, earth's

blackbody radiation and internal heat. These factors are the major contributors of heat
which effects the average temperature of the satellite. Each factor will be analyzed

during this thermal analysis as it pertains to PROJECT SKYLITE. A fifth factor,

unique to this design, that accounts for the heat produced during the lasing

experiment, will also be discussed.
The average temperature calculations will be performed for both hot and cold

orbits. The cold orbit temperature occurs when various orbital conditions minimize the
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heat contributions from each factor of equation 6.1 The hot orbit condition is just the

opposite - when conditions maximize thermal inputs. These conditions will be discussed

as each factor of equation 6.1 is analyzed and average temperature calculations are

performed for the hot and cold orbits.

In addition to the hot and cold orbit average temperature calculations a

maximum and a minimum temperature will be computed. This calculation will provide

an upper and lower temperature boundary that the satellite will experience during its

lifetime.

The document used as a reference for this thermal analysis is titled Spacecraft

Thermal Design by Dr. Gary D. Gordon [Ref. 11]. All theory, equations and guidance

was provided through the use of this document.

B. SATELLITE TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS

Before each factor of Equation 6.1 is analyzed it is important to understand three

phenomena that occur to satellites orbiting the earth.

1) Thermal transients occur when a satellite is in sunlight for a fraction of the
orbit and in eclipse for the rest of the orbit. While the satellite is eclipsed it
begins to cool but before it can settle at some temperature equilibrium it
emerges into the sunlight and begins to heat. This cycle of heating and cooling
repeats itself each orbit.

2) Temperature variation occurs because of the earth's rotation around the sun.
As the earth reaches various positions in its orbit around the sun the value of
S. the solar constant, changes.

3) As the satellite decreases in altitude because of orbital decay the values of
many of the variables in equation 6.1 change.

Each of these phenomena will cause a variation in satellite temperature. For this

reason it is important to consider each of these problems when calculating the average

hot and cold orbit temperature and the maximum and minimum temperatures of the

satellite in order to determine the temperature regime the satellite will encounter during

its lifetime.

Figure 6.1 shows the cycle of fluctuations in temperature as the satellite is

eclipsed by the earth and then emerges into sunlight [Ref 11: p. 9-121.

C. EFFECTS OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT ON THE SATELLITE

The largest source of constant heat for SKYLITE is direct sunlight. This is

represented by the first term in equation 6.1, (a0cXa,1AXSXV). This term contains two

important properties, surface absorptance, (a) and emittance (c), which are key factors

in determining satellite temperature.
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The absorptance is defined as the fraction of incident radiation which the surface

will absorb. This ratio will vary with the type of radiation. For this case, sunlight is. the

most predominate radiation and the absorptance with respect to sunlight is assumed.

For satellites, the absorptance refers to the solar radiation with wavelengths from 0.3

to 3.0 microns. [Ref. 11: p. 1-8]

The emittance or emissivity of the satellite's surface is defined as the ratio of

radiation intensity from a surface to the radiation intensity at the same wavelength

from a blackbody at the same temperature. In essence, it is the medium's efficiency for

blackbody emission. An ideal blackbody has an emissivity of 1.0. For satellites, the

emittance refers to wavelengths from 5.0 to 50.0 microns. [Ref. 11: p. 1-81

The absorptance-emittance ratio (a,'c) is critical in determining satellite

temperature. For example, doubling this value will increase the absolute temperature
by approximately 20 percent. Consequently, by varying the value of the absorptance-
emittance ratio the temperature of the spacecraft can be passively controlled. For

instance, an increase in solar intensity, such as the occurrence at winter solstice, can be

compensated by using a low ratio. A decrease in solar intensity, such as the occurrence

at summer solstice, may be compensated by using a higher ratio.

Most materials have an absorptance to emittance ratio from 0.3 to 10.0. For

example, white paint has a low absorptance and a high emittance with a ratio of 0.3 to

0.5; black paints have a ratio near 1.0. [Ref. 11: p.1-81

The second variable in the solar radiation term, a/A, takes into account the
shape of the satellite. The variable, a!A is the ratio of projected area "a' to total area

"A". This ratio has a similar effect on the satellite's temperature as the absorptance-

emittance ratio. Because of the difficulty in precisely calculating this ratio, a simple

approach will be taken. The following rule is germane for this approximation:

For any convex solid - one in which any straight line will not

intersect the surface at more than two points - the average projected

area is equal to one fourth of the total surface area. (Ref. 11: p.

1-151
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The average ratio for most satellites is therefore 0.25 or

aave = .25(A)

The third variable, S. is the total direct sunlight, or the solar constant. This value

varies between 1311 Win- at sunmer solstic and 1397 W,11 at wintcr solstice

[Ref. 5: p. 3481.

The fourth variable. Ni, is the fraction of time that the satellite spends in sunlight

during each orbit. 1 hik is ,ermed the Fractional suntime. ior e\aniple, if 't equals (.7o,

the satellite would fpend centy percent of' its timc in the sunlight and thirty perccnt

in the earth's shadow. Subsequently, in calculating the average temperature of the

satellite, the term due to direct sunlight is reduced by the time the satellite is in eclipsC.

[Ref. 11: p. 2-31

The fractional suntie is a function of the distance From the spacecraf't to the

earth's center, r. and oC t-e angle 0 betweco the sun's ra)s and the orbit normal. I his

is depicted in Figure 6.2 [Rcl I1: p. 2-11.

Computing the fractional suntime is often dificult and is usually done by

computer. I loweser. the fiactional suntinie for a circular orbit like SKYLI I L's can be

computed using the fbllo iMg formula: [Ref[ I : p.2-5]:

%it = 1 2 + I it * tan' I /l- 1) 2 P 2 -cos2o

where

R - the earths radius (6,.378 x 106m)

p - orbital radius (SKYLITE is 7.078 x 106 n')

0 - the angle between the orbit normal and the sun's rays.

The following values will be used to compute the heat input from direct sunlight

for both the hot and cold orbits.

The ratio a c will be given the value 1.3, used for both orbits. The initial value

used for a c was 1.1, a measurement taken from an RCA listing for glass cosercd.

silicon solar cells. [Ref. I1: p. 1-101 which make up a large portion of the outer surfacc

of the satellite. This ratio was increased to 1.3 For passive thermal control putposes

which will be discussed latzr in the chapter.
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Figure 6.2 Configuration of Fractional Suntime Variables.

As discussed previously, the value for a,'A is 0.25. The summer solstice valuc of

1311 m wil be used for the cold orbit solar constant. 1397 W.:ml. the wintcr

solsticc value, will be used for the hot orbit. The fractional suntime, Y, as computed

by the respective formula, for the hot and cold orbit of a satellite at 700 kilometers

equals 0.7S247 and 0.64275 respectively. The value for Wt changed because the valuc

for 0 varied as the earth's inclination changed relative to the sun. Thetas of 90 degrees

and 146 dcgrees were used for the cold and hot orbits respectively. Replacing the four

variables with these hot and cold orbit values yields the following heat input from

direct sunlight:

Qsunlighthot (1.3X.25)(1397 w.'m2(0.78247)

- 355.3 W/m 2

Qsunlightcold - (I.3X.25X131 lwm 2XO.64275)

- 273.9 Wlm 2
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D. EFFECTS OF THE EARTH'S ALBEDO ON SATELLITE TEMPERATURE

The second term of equation 6.1, (ac)(p), takes into account the average

reflectivity of the earth or the earth's albedo, ae. This value does vary, however, most

of the measurements fall between 0.35 and 0.40. This is to say that if the albedo equals

0.35, thirty five percent of the sun's radiation striking the earth is immediately reflected

from the earth. [Ref. 11: p. 2-12] Consequently, this reflected solar radiation is incident

on the satellite and must be accounted for when performing the thermal analysis.

The amount of reflected radiation incident on the satellite is a function of the

satellite's position, orientation of the sun, and satellite altitude. p, defined as the

reflected sunlight equidistant from the earth, can be calculated using the following

formula [Ref 11: p. 2-13:

p = (S)(ae)/ 8 * (1 - 41 - (Rp) 2)

where

S solar constant

R = earth's radius

p orbital radius

ae average reflectivity of earth (earth's albedo)

This second term not only takes into account the reflected solar radiation from the

earth, p, but also uses the absorptance-emittance ratio to calculate temperature of the

satellite attributed to the eartb's albedo.

The following values will be used to calculate the hot and cold orbit heat inputs

from the earth's albedo. The ratio, ci;c as previously discussed remains at 1.3. The cold

orbit value for p, the reflected sunlight, equals 18.5635 for a solar constant of 1311

w/m 2 and an ae of 0.20. The value 0.2 is at the lower end of measurements for ae and

will be used as a conservative value. The hot orbit value for p equals 39.5621 for a S

of 1397 w/m 2 and an ae of 0.40. Replacing the two variables with these values %ields

the following heat input from the earth's albedo effects for the hot and cold orbit.

Qalbedohot = (1.3)(39.5621 Wim2)

= 51.4 W,m 2
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QalbedocOld - (1.3X18.5635 W/m 2)

- 24.1 Wim
2

E. EFFECTS OF THERMAL RADIATION FROM THE EARTH ON THE

SATELLITE

The third term, p, of equation 6.1 accounts for the heat radiated into space by
the earth. The lower the orbit of the satellite , the more the radiation emitted by the

earth contributes to the heat input.

p is a function of the total radiation incident on the satellite from the earth's

emission and the total satellite area. p can be calculated using the following formula

[Ref. 11: p. 2-11]:

p = ,;2 aTe4 * (I - ./I - (R 2 ,p2 ))

where

c = Stefan Boltzmann constant

Te =the total power that is emitted by the earth expressed in terms

of equivalent temperature for the earth.

R = radius of the earth

p orbital radius

The thermal radiation from the earth, p, was calculated for both the hot and cold

orbits using the following values. 250eK was used as the average total power that the
earth emits in terms of an equivalent temperature [Ref. 11: p. 2-81. R,,p for an orbital

altitude of" 700 kilometers equals 0.901102. Replacing the variables with these values

yields the following heat input from the earth's thermal radiation for both the hot and

cold orbit.

Qearth - (05X5.66x10 8W m 2 K4 )X250@K)4 (I - /I - (0.901102)2

-62.6 W'm 2
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F. EFFECTS OF INTERNAL HEAT DISSIPATION

The fourth term of equation 6.1, (Q'EA) accounts for Q, the internally generated

heat of the satellite. There are many ways to evaluate Q. The standard method is to
determine the power that each component in the satellite dissipates and sum the
individual amounts. This is not feasible at this stage of SKYLITE's design because the

power dissipation of many of the components and electronic circuits is difficult to

calculate and the duty cycle of each is uncertain. A simple yet reliable approach can be
used however, which is to determine the electric power available to the satellite and

assume that this power will be in some way utilized during the mission. [Ref. 11: p.

2-1]

This power, Q, is then divided by the emittance of the satellite and the total area

of the satellite over which the radiation of heat takes place.

Care must be taken when using this approach to evaluate the amount of internal

heat dissipated. Energy cannot be created. This fact is important. When the satellite is
in sunlight the power utilized by the equipment was originated by the solar cells. The

solar cells utilize some percentage of solar radiation to create a voltage and provide a

current to the various electrical components of the satellite. This energy, measured in

the form of heat, could mistakenly be counted twice during the analysis. Care must be
taken to guard against this problem. It' 100 percent of the solar radiation incident on
the solar array is 'used to calculate Qsunlight then the power received by the electrical

components which is transformed into heat cannot be used to calculate Qinternal" The

heat input from Qinternal can come from frictional heat developed by some moving
parts, propulsion elements or from electrical components powered by the battery

during eclipse.

To account for these various heat inputs internal to SKYLITE, a value of 5
watts will be used for Q. The total area of the satellite, A, is 1.7136m 2 using the

dimensions for SKYLITE of 19 inches diameter and 35 inches in length. C, the

emittance, is 0.8. The values yield the following internal heat input.

Qinternal = 5.0 W'(0.8x 1.7136m2 )

- 3.6 Wim2
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G. EFFECTS OF INCIDENT LASER ENERGY ON THE SATELLITE

One significant radiation factor not found in equation 6.1 is the heat input

caused by the radiation incident on the satellite during the lasing experiment. Equation

6.1 accounts for the classical contributors to the average spacecraft temperature. The

heat caused by the lasing of the satellite is unique to this mission and the thermal

design must account for this fifth factor. To plan for the worst case, the high energy

experinent power must be used in the calculation. The value used for the high energy

experiment will be 4.0 watt. cm-. This heat input will be transient in nature in that the

longest lasing time will be approximately one minute in duration occurring on the

average of once every four to six weeks. However, it is important to calculate the

heating effects from the incident radiation of the laser to assess the relative magnitude

of heat generated. A maximum temperature during lasing can then be calculated that

will enable the proper selection of hardware and structural materials that can withstand

this temperature.

The value for laser heat input can be calculated by using a formula similar to

that of direct sunlight.

Qlaser = (a c) (a/A) (S) (W)

The value for a c will change to 0.5. As discussed in the Qsunlight section, the

absorptance of a satellite is measured at the 0.3 to 3.0 micron region. The wavelength

used for the MIRACL laser is 3.6 to 4.2 microns which nullifies the a c value that was

used for the sunlight calculations. The solar cells will be coated with a highly reflective

material that has a 95 percent efficiency in the 3.6 - 4.2 micron region for protection

against overheating the solar array. However, the reflective properties will not be fully

attained due to the high grazing angle (60 - 80 degrees) of the laser energy striking the

satellite. The reflective effects of the coating somewhat diminished by the high grazing

angle should provide an absorptance of approximately 0.4. c will remain at 0.8. This

results in a wc ratio of 0.5

The value for a,'A will have to change to account for the projected area that the

laser energy will be incident on the satellite. The laser's minimum elevation firing angle

is 60 degrees. Because of SKYLITE's gravity gradient stabilization method, the base of

the satellite will be pointing at nadir. If the laser is fired at 60 degrees elevation, it will

give the greatest projected area with the lowest grazing angle on the satellite, with

radiation striking both the base and along one side. The projected area can be

calculated giving an (a,'A) ratio of 0.35.
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The "S" term will be the amount of laser power incident on the spacecraft during

the high power test, this being 40,000 W,'m 2 .

W in this case will equal 1. This is to say that the satellite will be in the laser

radiation for the full period of laser firing - worst case is one minute. If these values are

substituted into the formula the resultant heat input from the laser energy at high

power will equal:

Qlaser = (0.5)(0.35X40000WI'm
2)(1.0)

- 7000 w'm 2

H. CALCULATING THE AVERAGE HOT AND COLD TEMPERATURES

When all the terms of the heat equation are placed together the average

spacecraft temperature is given by

'T4 = Qsunlight + Qalbedo + Qearth-thernal + Qinternal

As discussed throughout this chapter these are the most important contributions

to the average spacecraft temperature. In order to calculate the average hot or cold

orbit temperature prior to the lasing experiment, each of the heat source values must

be summed. This total is then divided by the Stefan Boltzmann constant and the fourth

root taken. Substituting the cold orbit values gives

aT4 = 273.9 + 24.1 + 62.6 + 3.6 - 364.2 W,'m 2

Tcoldave ((364.2 W/m 2 )/ (5.66x10 8 W/m 2 0 K4 ))114

Tcoldave - 283.2oK

Entering the values for the hot orbit, the average temperature rises to

aT4 - 355.3 + 51.4 + 62.6 + 3.6 - 472.9 Wim 2

Thotae - 302.3.K
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These two temperatures are computed without the laser heat input. To find the

actual rise in temperature during the lasing experiment a separate equation must be

solved that will show the rise in temperature per unit time dT dt). This calculation will

be discussed in the next section.

I. CALCULATING THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TEMPERATURES
Thus far, the average hot and cold orbit temperatures of the satellite have been

calculated. But in order to find the upper and lower temperature lirits that the

satellite will experience, the value of several variables in Equation 6.1 must be changed

to reflect the hottest and coldest conditions in the satellites lifetime.

To calculate the maximum temperature the following equation must be solved

using the proper hot orbit conditions [Ref. 11: p.9-131.

mc(dT dt) -cA (aTH 4 - aT4 )

where

m = the mass of the body (grams)

c = the specific heat of the body (J g-oC)

Tff = the maximum I-ot Orbit Temperature

T = Average Hit Orbit Temperature

In order to find TH, the hot orbit temperature, the value for W and S in equation
6.1 must be changed to 1.0 and 1397 w m respectively to maximize the heat input

from sunlight. All other values remain the same as the average hot orbit temperature
values. Replacing these values in equation 6.1 yields a value for TH of 317oK. Now

dT dt can be calculated. The following values will be used:

m - 95,000 grams (mass of ,atellite after orbit and plane change)

c - 0.226g-cal,,goC (value for Aluminum)

C -0.8

A 1 1.7136 m2

TH - 317oK

T 302oK (from previous calculation)
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The units for specific heat can be changed to 0.946 Jg*C to simplify

calculations. Substituting in these values gives

mc(dT,'dt) - (.8 X1. 7 136m2 (31 7 e - a302 0 )

dTdt - 138.1 mc

dT dt - 138.1,(9500OX.946)

dT dt - 1.5o sec

To find the rise in temperature during the sunlight portion of the orbit dT dt can
be multiplied by the number of minutes that the satellite is in sunlight. The period of
SKYLITE'S orbit is 98.7 minutes. Multiplying 98.7 by W, of 0.78247 equals 77.23

minutes. dT can now be figured.

dT - (1.5367. secX60sec,,minX7 7 .23min)

dT - 7.1a

This value can now be added to the average hot orbit temperature to give the
maximum temperature the satellite will experience during its lifetime excluding the
transient temperature increase during the lasing experiment.

TMXSUn = 302.3,K - 7.1oK - 309.4eK

Although 309.4oK is normally the highest temperature that the satellite will
experience there will be times during the laser experiment that it will be subject to an
intense transient heat input. It is necessary to calculate the transient rise in
temperature that will occur during the high energy lasing experiment to find

TMAXlaser.

Qlaser has already been calculated as 7000 W,'m2. This amount of energy from
the laser has been mitigated by losses due to the 60 to 80 degree grazing angle of the
radiation striking the satellite and the highly reflective coating which will be applied to

.. *

the solar cells.
When Qlaser is added to equation 6.1 the average temperature rises to 758oK.

This will be used for the valuc of TH , 7580 K is the temperature that the satellite will
tend to if the laser energy was incident on the satellite for infinity. All of the other
values will remain the same as those used for the average hot orbit calculations.
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dT,'dt for the hot orbit during the experiment equais 2.8 x 10"19,/sec. The

experiment will have a maximum duration of one minute. Multiplying dT,'dt by 60

seconds yields a change in temperature during the experiment of 16.8..

Now the maximum temperature that the satellite will experience at any time

throughout its life can be figured by adding 16.8 degrees to the average hot orbit

temperature of 302.3 degrees.

TMAxhot+laser - 302.3oK + 16.8.K

TMAXhot+laser - 319.1.K

The final temperature to determine will be TMIN . This temperature occurs as the

satellite is just emerging into sunlight after its pass through eclipse. This is calculated

using minimum heat contributions. It is the coldest temperature that the satellite will

experience. The following equation is used to calculate this temperature [Ref. 11: 9-131.

mc(dTidt) = EA (OcTL 4 - T4 )

TL can be calculated by eliminating the sunlight and albedo factors from

equation 6.1. This will leave only the earth's blackbody radiation and internal heat

inputs. This will give a TL value of 185oK. The value for T will be the average cold

orbit value of 283.2.K. All other values will remain the same as those in the average

cold orbit calculation. Substituting these values into the equation yields a dT'dt for the

cold orbit of -4.5 x 10. 3 o sec. This value is multiplied by the satellite's time in eclipse

to compute the minimum temperature that the satellite will experience. The period of

the orbit multiplied by (I-W) will give ihe satellite's time in eclipse. This value equals

35.26 minutes. Multiplying eclipse time by dT,'dt yields a decrease in temperature

during eclipse of -9.6 degrees. Subtracting this value from the average temperature of

the cold orbit will result in the minimum temperature that the satellite experiences.

TMIN - 283.2.K - 9.6.K

TmI N - 273.6.K
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J. PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL

For reasons of reliability, weight, simplicity, and cost, SKYLITE will rely entirely

on passive thermal control. There will be no moving parts. The thermal control of the

satellite will depend on thermal surface properties, thermal insulation, thermal mass,

thermal heat paths, etc. to maintain desirable temperatures.

The typical goal for a satellite's average temperature is OoC to 40oC. However,

the component equipment must pass qualification tests with wider temperature limits,

with 10C being the usual overstress criteria. This puts limits of -10.C to 50C for the

equipment tests.

For the first iteration of SKYLITE's thermal analysis an overall a/c of 1.1 was

used. This produced a temperature range from -3oC, during the coldest conditions to

37oC during the lasing experiment. The lower limit was deemed undesireable,

specifically for the hydrazine fuel which freezes at 0oC. The ae ratio was increased to

1.3 which yielded a range in temperature between I oC and 46.C. This ratio produced

an increase in temperature for the cold orbit but may be unacceptable for the

maximum temperature allowable. The optimum ratio will probably fall between 1.1 and

1.3. Further study is required to determine the possible passive thermal techniques

necessary to meet temperature criteria. It may be necessary to have different surfaces

having different uct, values to raise and lower temperatures at specific points on the

surface of the satellite.

K. CONCLUSION

The preceding thermal analysis was simple and direct. The entire satellite was

assumed to be isothermal, and all temperatures are bulk temperatures. This initial step

determines an approximate operating range for spacecraft temperatures. Due to

thermal coupling, and radiation effects, the temperature variations within the satellite

may be extreme, particularly during periods of laser illumination. For subsequent and

more precise analyses, the temperature at discrete points within the vehicle must be

ascertained with extremely complex programs and algorithms, using nodal analysis.

However, for a concept analysis, the isothermal approach is sufficient, demonstrating

considerable accuracy for previously designed spacecraft. The passive thermal design

for SKYLITE maintains a temperature range of .6.C to 369C during orbit, with

transient temperature increases to 46*C during lasing periods.

Two critical areas that must be analyzed during subsequent nodal analysis are the

solar cell and gravity boom temperature gradients during lasing periods. The
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temperature effects of both the hot and cold orbit and the laser radiation on the solar

cells must be determined as a function of time, since the design and impedance for the

solar array is critically dependent on the temperature profile. The gravity gradient

boom, the tip mass and the solar array on the tip mass are sufficiently separate from

the satellite to require a separate thermal design.
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VII. SPACECRAFT POWER ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION
The satellite power analysis is often one of the most exhaustive in the design

process. This is due to the wide variety of equipment requiring power as well as the
fluctuating power sources. The approach that follows details an analysis of the
electrical power capabilities of the solar cells and batteries, followed by an examination
of types of equipment and loads drawing on these sources.

For spacecraft in low earth orbit (LEO) the requirement of providing power to
satellite equipment is satisfied with solar arrays and batteries. The solar arrays supply
all necessary power except during eclipse periods. During eclipse there is no solar
power incident upon the solar panels and the batteries supply all the required power.
This is done by allowing the solar panels and the batteries to power a common bus. If
either of the supply sources is unavailable, the other will assume the entire load. A
prime consideration in this arrangement is that, since the batteries do not have
unlimited power, the solar panels must be able to recharge the batteries as well as
power the spacecraft, during the time the orbit is sunlit. If the solar array is not well
designed in this area, the batteries will be drawn down to a point when they cannot
fully power the spacecraft during eclipse.

The load conditions that face the power sources are complex. The power
demands are a combination of steady state, transient and one time loads. An example
of a steady state load is a transponder that must be continuously powered. A transient
power requirement may occur during random periods in the orbit. For example, a
spacecraft may have a sensor that must be turned if another vehicle flies into its field
of view. An instance of a one time load is presented as a spacecraft is deployed and

0 -many arrays are deployed by electric motors. Once the arrays are erected the electric
motors may never operate again. So, the power sources must be matched against all
steady state loads, as well as transient and one time loads. Load budgets, which sum
the power requirements during different operating are prepared. These budgets are
compared against the available power at that particular time. If a power surplus is not
evident, then reevaluations become necessary.
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The initial calculations for power sources available to SKYLITE involved an
assessment of power provided by the body mounted solar panels. The calculated solar

power available will give an estimate of how much equipment can be powered as the
batteries are recharging, as the spacecraft is in the sunlit portion of the orbit. Once the

solar array was evaluated, the battery necessary during eclipse was sized. These
evaluations are discussed in the section on power sources. The electrical demands of
the satellite equipment and the load diagrams are explained in the section on electrical

loads.

B. POWER SOURCES

I. Solar Array
Solar arrays are an accommodating means of supplying power to a spacecraft

as it proceeds through its orbit. They provide virtually an infinite source of energy.

Although batteries and propellant are also available as power sources, they have finite
limits and their weight requirements become more prohibitive as the spacecraft design

lifetime lengthens. The approach taken towards ensuring a power source is available
aboard SKYLITE, was to supply the primary power bus from the solar panels at all
times except eclipse and periods when the electrical demand may exceed the solar array

supply. During such times of peak demand the solar power will be supplemented with

battery power. An analysis was done regarding the power supplied by the solar panels
aboard SKYLITE. This analysis is subsequently discussed, illustrating the variations in

potential solar power throughout an orbit.

The arrays which convert solar power are composed of strings of solar cells.
These cells are approximately 2 cm by 4 cm, although their size is variable to create the

most efficient array possible. The two primary chips mass produced for solar panels are
Silicon (Si) and Galium Arsenide (GaAs). The silicon type cells have been used since
the infancy of the space age and provide efficiencies of approximately 9-15 percent at a
reasonable cost. The Galium Arsenide cells, which attain efficiencies between 15-20
percent, may also be purchased, although their cost is prohibitive for use in the

SKYLITE design. Thus, Silicon cells were selected for use aboard SKYLITE, and the
efficiency of these particular cells range from 9.5 to 14.5 percent, based on the cell

temperature. [Ref. 5: p. 342]

The solar power converted to electricity by a solar panel is dependent on three
attributes. These attributes are solar array area, cell efficiency and solar irradiance.
Their relationship is illustrated in the following equation [Ref. 5: p. 347].
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For a spin stabih~zcd or three axis stabilized spacecraft the calculation for

power converted from a solar array is straightforward. The easc of calculation arises

from the fixed position of the solar arra-vs with respect to the incident radiation. The

projected area of the solar panel available for collection is unchanging, making the

power output of the array almost constant and very predictable. However, for a

gravity gradient stabilized satellite, such as SKYLITE, the procedure is much more

difflcult. The solar array on SKYLITE is body mounted, with additional cells on the

top of the gravity boom tip mass. The arrangement is depicted in Figure 7 1. Sice

the bottom of SKYLITE always points to the Earth, the orientation of the solar panels
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and the sun continuously changes as the satellite orbits. As the power available from

an array is a function of its projected array, the array power to the bus will also

constantly change. The spacecraft power analysis requires a precise assessment of

minimum and maximum power, so the solar array's varying output due to changing

geometry must be evaluated for averages as well as low and high power points.

2. Minimum Power Orbit

The orbital parameters impacting solar power collection were analyzed to
determine particular orbits when the array will produce its maximum and minimum

available power. Since collected power is proportional to projected area and solar
illumination, the least power will be collected when these values are minimum and the

most power is available when these values are maximum. If the electrical demands can

be satisfied under these limiting conditions, they can be satisfied at all the ranges in

between.

Unfortunately, the entire surface area of SKYLITE is not available for
mounting solar cells. There must be room provided for other items such as thrusters,

sensors, antennae, and structural fixtures. A reasonable approximation is that 95
percent of the surface area will contain solar cells. This value applies both to the cells

on the top of the tip mass and the cells on the outside of the spacecraft body. This

evaluation leaves the following area available for collecting solar power.

Areaspacecraft = 2rh = 2(.2413 m)(.889 m) = .429 m2

Areatip.mass = nr2 = n(.2413 m)2 = .183 m2

Both of these areas must be decreased by five percent for the spacing reason discussed

above.

Areatip,eff = .183 m2 x .95 = .174 m2

Areas,c,eff = .429 m2 x .95 = .4076 m2

The reason the area available for solar collection on the spacecraft body is not

equal to the cylinder surface area becomes apparent only after consideration. The total
circumferential area is never visible to the sun at an instant. Instead, the apparent area

available for collection is the projected area of a cylinder. This area is equal to the

product of the diameter and height. The area provided by the tip mass and spacecraft

cannot be algebraically summed as they never present their maximum collection area to

the sun simultaneously. When the tip mass cells are perpendicular to the solar rays the
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cylinder face is parallel (collecting no energy) and visa versa. The difficulty of
determining solar power available increases due to this situation.

/ Side View

Eci I so~

Sun
'Orbital Plane

Top View

Figure 7.2 Orbital Position Causing Minimum Solar Array Power.

The relative position of the sun, earth and spacecraft causing the solar array
output to reach a minimum is illustrated in Figurc 7.2. This orientation may occur
periodically throughout the year. However, the particular orientation resulting in
minimum array output takes place during the summer solstice. The Sun and Earth are
furtaest separated at the summer solstice, causing the solar constant to reach its

minimum value of 1310 Wim 2 [Ref. 5: p. 3481. Also, another factor minimizing the
solar array power output is the regression of the orbital plane to a position that is
parallel to the arriving solar rays. This orientation provides two minimum power

values, minimum instantaneous power and miniznum average power in an orbit. The

minimum instantaneous power available in any orbit occurs when the spacecraft axis is
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pointed directly at the sun. At this position, the only solar array area used for

collection is that on the top of the tip mass. The average power is mnimum
throughout the orbit because of the low average area presented to the solar rays and

the high eclipse time. The orientation described in Figure 7.2 creates the longest eclipse
of any possible orbit. The lengthy eclipse reduces the sunlit time, which the array

depends on for power collection.

The mnimum instantaneous power available is a straightforward calculation
using previously defined equations. As the tip mass cells become perpendicular to the
solar rays the solar array area reaches a minimum and all solar power is collected by
the tip mass solar cells.

Pi - Instantaneous Power
Pi = Atip x q x S

Atip,eff = .174 m

q - 12%

S - 1310 W m2 during summer solstice

Pi (.174 m2X.12X1310 W,m2 ) - 27.4W

An additional concern to be discussed at this point is the solar cell efficiency

decrease due to radiation damage by trapped radiation at low Earth altitudes. The

radiation effezts are cumulative over the lifetime of the orbit. The radiation damage
factors were calculated for SKYLITE orbit at 700 km and 33 degrees inclination

throughout a three year life. The radiation damage factor is .89. This value means that
the solar cell effectiveness decreases by eleven percent after three years. Since the
electrical demands of the satellite must be satisfied at the end of life (EOL) as well as

beginning of life (BOL), al subsequent solar calculations will account for the decrease
in efficiency caused by trapped radiation. [Ref. 5: p. 336]

*The minimum instantaneous power, at the end of life is given by the following
equation.

Pi(EOL) - Pi (BOL) x D

D - solar cell derating factor due to radiation damage - .89

Pi (EOL) - .89 x 24.34 W

The minimum average power throughout an orbit is a more difficult
calculation. The solar cell area available for solar power collection is a function of the
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Figure ".3 Projected Area Aailabic-Minimum Power Orbit.

sum of the disc area presented and the cylinder area presented. The cylinder area

presented will range from a maximum near its northernmost and southernmost points

and a nunimum as the cylinder becomes perpendicular to the sun's rays. The projected

area of' the cells on the disc, because it is nincty degrees off of presentation from the

cylinder, vanes inversely. The disc has minimum projected area at the northernmost
and southernmost points, with a maximum when the spacecraft axis is perpendicular to
the suns rays. The following comments refer to Figures 7.2 and 7.3. Using the angle P
as the angle between the spacecraft longitudinal axis and an axis perpendicular to the
sun's rays, the area available in this orbit can be described by Figure 7.3. The area
varies as depicted in the graph with the eclipse region defined as P values from 206.5 to

333.5 degrees. The average projected area during the sunlit portion of the orbit, when
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entered in the solar cell collection equation, will provide the average power available by

the solar array. The average area is calculated by integrating the area under the curve

in Figure 7.3 and dividing by the time the spacecraft is exposed to the sun. These

calculations result in an average area of .3753 m 2.The average solar power provided in

this orbit can be determined.

Pavg - q x Aavg x S x D

Pavg - 12(.3753 m2 X 1310 Wm 2X.89)
Pavg - 52.5 W (EOL)

The minimum average value of 52.5 W is the least amount of average power
that will ever be supplied by the solar array during an orbit. If the spacecraft load is

designed so that it can be satisfied by this minimum value, then all other spacecraft

orientations, all with higher average power, will sufficiently supply this load.

3. Maximum Power Orbit

The previous procedure used for evaluating the conditions of minimum solar
array output power must be repeated to determine the maximum solar array prwer.

The same variables whose combination created the conditions of minimum power, also

cause periods of maximum power generation. These variables, projected array area

and solar constant, combine to generate this maximum at a different point of the orbit.

The specific orbital arrangement creating maximum power is illustrated in Figure 7.4.

During this orbit the projected area of the spacecraft solar array will be less varying

than in the minimum power orbit. Also, because the solar angle is fifty six degrees, the
eclipse will be considerably shorter. The eclipse during the maximum power orbit is

21.4 minutes, versus 35 minutes for the minimum power orbit. The short eclipse period

and greater cross sectional area, combine to provide substantial increase in both
maximum instantaneous and maximum average power.

The maximum instantaneous power occurs when the top of the spacecraft has
rotated to a position when it points towards, though not directly at, the Sun. At this

point the total projected area is a sum of the apparent area from the disc solar cells
and the cylinder solar cells. The maximum instantaneous power is calculated using the

previous equations.

Pi (EOL) x x A x S x D
S - Maximum solar constant (winter solstice) - 1390 W/m 2

A - Peak sum of the disc and cylinder projected area - .4624 m 2

D - Derating factor (EOL) - .89
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Figure 7.4 Orbital Geometry Crcating Maximum Power Output.

= Solar ccll cfficiency (%) - 120/
Pi - 12(.4624 m2 )(1390 W'm 2)(.89)

Pi = 68.64 W

As seen hl Figure 7.5, the projected area available as a function of P does not
vary as severely as that in the minimum power orbit. This feature will manifest itself in

the computation of average power in the maximum power orbit. The average

maximum power, since the projected area is relatively constant, will approach the
maximum instantaneous power. Again, the average projected area was determined by
integrating the area under the curve in Figure 7.5 and dividing by the time the
spacecraft is illuminated by the Sun. The average maximum power is calculated in the

following equations.
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the source is sufficient will be decided in the next step in the electrical power analysis,

matching the power source with the battery and electrical loads.
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4. Battery
The battery chosen for SKYLITE was a type that has been particularly

important in space related applications. The Nickel-Cadmium battery was selected

because of its dependability, acceptable power rating and cost. The main purpose of
the battery aboard a long life spacecraft is to provide electrical power as the spacecraft

passes into eclipse. Once the solar arrays become sunlit again they resume their role as

prime power source and battery recharging begins. A significant feature of the

SKYLITE regarding battery allocation is the relatively low power demands required of
the battery. SKYLITE is a transportation bus for an array of IR sensors. The sensors

require power only when the MIRACL laser is illuminating the satellite. At all other
times the sensors are dormant and the spacecraft reverts to a hibernation state, with

only the minimum essential components receiving power.

TABLE 3

POWER BUDGET FOR SKYLITE (WATTS)

Sun sensors (pkg) 0.5Manetometer 0.5
Rcr Demodulator 2.0
Signal Switcher 0.5
Transmtter 5.0
Stable Clock 1.0
Clock P S 1.0
TT&C Signal Proc 2.0

hargingEquipment 1.0
./ownlinj F ormatter
Iiming Distributor 0.5

IX Signal Routing 0.5
XSigznal Routing 4.0ower Margin 

4.0
_[OTAL 20.0 Watts

TABLE 4
SKYLITE EQUIPMENT POWERED DURING EXPERIMENT (WATTS)

P R Detectors 1:8
etector Sigiial Proc
ower Margin 1.0
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The loads listed in the Table 3 and 4 must be sustained with batterys only
when the satellite is in eclipse. The means to determine the proper amount of batteries

necessary is to relate the power, battery depth of discharge (DOD), eclipse time and

eclipse load in the following manner. [Ref. 5: p. 347-3501.

P = L x T'DOD

P - Total rating of all batteries (W-h)

L - Electrical load requiring power (W)

T - Time the spacecraft is in eclipse (h)

DOD - Allowable depth of discharge (%)

The terms in the equation were selected with consideration. The electical load

determination was the most straightforward. The satellite operates in two basic

regimes; dormant and experimental. The experimental regime occurs six times yearly,
when the sensors are activated and SKYLITE is lased by MIRACL. The dormant

period includes all other time periods. The load demand for each period is listed in

Tables 3 and 4 Due to the relatively rare occurrence, and the low additional power

requirement during each experiment, the power load on the battery was assessed as

that existing during the dormant state. The duty cycle of the experiment is so low that

battery charge and discharge for these periods is lost in the noise. The battery must

supply 20 watts of power during periods of eclipse. The eclipse period was the next

factor considered. Because of the satellite regression about the Earth, and the Earth's

rotation about the Sun, the period of the eclipse will vary from a low of 21 minutes to

a high of 35 minutes. Obviously, the electrical draw on the battery must be sustained

for a greater period during the longer eclipse. The more conservative figure of 35

minutes was used in determining necessary battery size. The batteries appropriate for a

period of 35 minutes will be excessive for a period of 21 minutes, but this allows a

margin of safety in the design. The final factor that was decided to size the battery was

the allowable depth of discharge. The depth of discharge is the degree that the battery

may be depleted before recharging commences. For relatively short missions or few

battery charge, discharge cycles (geosynchronous altitude) the depth of discharge can

exceed that which is allowed for a mission requiring more cycles. The number of

charge discharge cycles is calculated by the number of orbits during the satellite

iifetime, since each orbit has an eclipse. Although true of SKYLITE, not all satellite

orbits have one eclipse every orbit. Given the 98.7 minute orbit for SKYLITE's
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altitude, there will be 15,986 orbits in the 3 year mission. A table provided by Hughes
Aircraft Company was used to ascertain the depth of discharge available for 16,000

orbits [Ref. 12: p. 1-7.21]. The depth of discharge determined with this chart was 9
percent. The quantity of batteries was then calculated.

P - LxT/DOD

P - (20 WX.5833 h)/(.09)
P - 129.62 W-h

The rating of the batteries must be provided by Nickel Cadmium batteries
with a capability of 10 W-h,'lb. [Ref. 5: p. 3501. Thus, 12.96 pounds, or 5.9 kilograms

of Ni-Cd batteries will be placed in the satellite to satisfy the eclipse power demands.

These figures are very conservative, given the power margin listed in the loading table

and the shorter actual eclipse intervals.

The batteries will be recharged once the solar cells are again illuminated by
the sun. At this time, the solar cells will charge the batteries and provide power to the
spacecraft. The charging rate will depend on the spacecraft power load and the power

generated by the solar array. Any surplus will be applied to recharging at a rate above

.025 C (Ref. 5: p. 352].

The preceding explanation has indicated how the battery for a certain
spacecraft and mission is sized. The battery size depends heavily on several unrelated

issues, such as orbit attitude and inclination. For SKYLITE, although the total power

requirement is not overwhelming, meeting the power loads is not trivial, given the low
volume available for battery storage and small area for solar array mounting.

Electrical loads that must be satisfied throughout the satellite lifetime are
listed in Table 3. Additional loads that arise during experimental periods are listed in

Table 4. The loads faced when experiments occur are unnoticeable when the duty cycle
is viewed from a year's perspective.

C. SOLAR CELL PROTECTION

The solar cells surrounding the SKYLITE spacecraft will be subjected to a relatively

intense irradiance at I R wavelengths for periods of up 60 seconds. If the solar cells are

not sufficiently protected during this period, the temperature rise of the cells will be
sufficient to cause the adhesive to break down or fog. Should the adhesive fail, the cells

and cover glass would not be bound to the spacecraft, ceasing further solar power. If
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the adhesive fogs, the cells will be opaque to visible light, effectively stopping the

conversion of sunlight to spacecraft power. Either event will prevent further
experimental activities. Thus, the solar cells must be protected from damage due to

high temperature.

The Thermal Control Chapter analyzed the temperature response of the
spacecraft throughout the orbit as a function of season, sun angle and laser irradiance.

However, the temperature evaluated was body averaged and was referred to as bulk
temperature. The actual temperature of a spacecraft component can be substantially

larger or smaller than the bulk temperature when a steep temperature gradient is
present. The illumination of the spacecraft by a laser can create such a temperature

gradient if no protection is implemented. To protect the SKYLITE solar cells from
failure due to high temperatures, two methods will be used. The first method involves

the design of highly conductive thermal paths through the satellite. A conductive
thermal path dissipates the heat on the satellite's periphery into the spacecraft interior

as soon as a surface temperature rise begins. If the thermal paths are extremely

conductive, the spacecraft temperature will be uniform throughout, preventing
temperature extremes at any particular point. The second method of protection will

<' involve covering all solar cells with a thin cover glass. This glass has high reflectance at
I R wavelengths and high transrmiance at visible wavelengths. The presence of the glass

reduces solar cell efficiency to 95-97 percent of its prior value. The slight reduction in
solar cell output will not affect electrical system operation. The protective glass has a

reflectance of 96 percent when the laser path is normal to the surface and decreases to
a minimum of 60-70 percent when the laser path is 60 degrees from the normal.
Unfortunately, the spacecraft and laser site geometry dictate lasing angles between 60
and SO degrees so the cover glass IR reflectance will be minimum. However, even 60

percent reflectance, combined with conductive thermal paths, should prevent high
spacecraft surface temperatures. [Ref. 131

The measures anticipated for solar cell protection are currently available. Several
complex computer programs, using nodal analysis can calculate the temperature at
thousands of points within the spacecraft. Thermal paths can be designed and
controlled using the results of the programs. The technology necessary to manufacture
a cover glass with high transmitance at visible wavelengths and high reflectance at I R
wavelengths is mature. However, the specific substance causing high reflectance in the

4 3.6-4.2 a band is unknown. A research effort of approximately six months is required
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to develop and produce the needed substance. The risk in implementing both measures

for solar cell survivability is low and would significantly increase the reliability of the

experiment.

D. CONCLUSION

Body mounted and tip mounted solar arrays, covering .407 m2 and .183 m2 ,

respectively, will provide primary power to the SKYLITE satellite. The power available

from the solar arrays varies from a minimum of 52.5 W to a maximum of 63.83 W.

During periods of eclipse the power requirements will be supplemented by a 6 kg
Nickel Cadmium battery, rated at 129.62 Watt-hours. Due to the very low experiment

duty cycle, the battery discharge during experimental periods is easily resupplied. These

power sources will provide the necessary power during launch, insertion and
experiments. Protection of the solar arrays with IR reflective materials and careful

thermal conduction will protect the array and enhance the mission with relatively low

risk.

0so
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VIII. SPACECRAFT STABILIZATION

A. INTRODUCTION

The stabilization analysis for the SKYLITE satellite required a careful survey of

available stabilization methods. The three primary stabilization methods used L'

spacecraft design are three axis, spin (dual or single), and gravity gradient stabiliza::on

[Ref. 15: p. 147-1501. For the SKYLITE design gravity gradient stabilization was

selected. Three axis stabilization, although capable of providing extremely accurate

pointing angles, was thought too complex and expensive for the SKYLITE rnist on.

Spin stabilization, attractive due to its simplicity, was discarded since it provides
stabilization in inertial coordinates, not earth pointing coordinates, as was necessary
for SKYLITE. Spin stabilization did create long intervals of time when an earth facing

sensor could be maintained, but there were also large gaps of sensor inavadlability that

impacted too severely on MIRACL operating schedules. Thus. considering weight.

complexity, volume, and firing opportunities. the selection of gravity gradient
stabilization was thought most applicable for SKYLITE.

Gravity gradient stabilization is defined as the alignment of one axis of a satellite

along the local earth vertical so that a particular end of the satellite is always facing
downward, :owards earth [Ref, 15: p. 1491. For SKYLITE. the positive z axis. which is

"- the bottom of the satellite, will always point to earth. The advantages of selecting

gravity gradient stabilization are : no requirement for active control, no attitude

sensors are necessary for control (may be used for sensing spacecraft position). and

high reliability. The disadvantages of gravity gradient stabilization are: the satellite is
extremely sensitive to disturbing torques, orbital eccentricity is limited to less than 02.

and the local vertical accuracy is limited to two or three degrees at an altitude of 500

miles [Ref. 61.

The advantages of gravity gradient stabilization mesh well with SKYLITE s
* operating requirements. However, the disadvantages must be closely exarruned. The

eccentricity constraint is of no consequence, as a circular orbit was desired For the

mission requirement of attitude knowledge there is room for rmsinterpretation, The

requirement necessitates a measurement of spacecraft attitude that is accurate to ti'e

degrees. The demand is not for attitude stabilization within five degrees. but nstead
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requires attitude knowledge within five degrees. In anticipating the disadvantage of
gravity gradient istability due to the motion of components within the spacecraft,

once the orbit is captured successfuily. there will be no moving parts. The final

d.sadvantage of extreme susceptibility to disturbance torques was difficult to mnuimize.
However. se'eral design "echniques were ,.mpiemented to moderate the effects of these

ques Ref I The magnet:c torques were nunimized by placing the wiring tor the
so.Ar ,;eis :mia:ei beiow the substrate. This action rr-nirn-zed the area about

",hich -he u.-rent would :raveL. -nus reduc:ng magnetic torque. Solar pressure torque
and :orq.e due -o aerodnarnic -rag were the remaining disturbing forces. At very low

e.-n 2rts. :he aerodYnamic drag dcrmnates gravity gradient stabiization. possibly
makirz .t ,ne*Tec::,.e The ieiec::on of a reasonably nigh :ow earth orbit ,mtigates the
dcgrada':or. o stabt1iation. due to aerodynamic torques and adlows the nghting
moment of *he gravivr gradient boom to domina:e, Finally, the effects of solar pressure
,.a, -n e o,,:aed The solar pressure is ;onstant ,n all near earth regions. The

_:*.,:.o.n' n i.. :amzat:on reated by so'ar pressure torques can be lessened only by
n, %:d 71 in e en 'a-ger nghzing moment with the gravit gradient boom tRef. 14: p.

L. GRAVITi GRADIENT BOOM LENGTH DETERMINATION

'L- e 1 -: .1 Zrav: g.ad~en: '-oom :or a::,.ude stabilization .s a Fine 'aance ci a
.:, romen lxitn e'en more nun.scule disturbing forces Re! 1-; p I'

a'aae -r:"s :'or grayt%. grao:er.: abtza:.on are :irted. The ;L-acec7a'-t must

-t:a. n :." m rar .". " -e-er: a=se"wheimrng aerodynamric drag ,orces rom
a,n "a.,e. vet c .e eug: :-e ear:n :or ts gravitational field to nrovide a

_r:he general shape o a sateii e .. ::aLng grav-tx gradient stabLhzatzon :s a ong

,d xvose .ong::udina, txis aligns :tsei: %ith the lzcal earth vertical The stubby
ORIO\ bus auifers ,onsiderab, :ro. the preterred shappe so a means ot listmbuttng a

_ng ,om ,s necessan The SKYLITE spa,.ecr: t is g,.ren :his tong prof'ie ,' "he

extensor. of a boom :.,rough -ts -on naze The material composing the exten.s;.on x,.I,

-v aped oom -omnon' :ered ti as a oistem boom. This boom 'as teen
iuccessf1.'% em.,'ed on :ur, sacecra:" throughouthe last ftifteen year- There -a'e

,xn no k.nown :aiiures o:" :e ex'en.n -: "ne bs:em boot. I: wi pro ,de -he

_ .- -,a t ,p ,,a. a . as :ne s:ru c.-7.' A treng:h required :o iuppc7t :ne T:p

mavl a ui~e d.arn'. :orcs
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Figure 3.1 Forces Acting On SKYLITE.

I. Boom Length Calculations

To design the boom length and tip mass for the SKYLITE spacecraft, the

disturbing forces and righting moments were calculated. The actual configuration of

SKYLITE in orbit is depicted in Figure 8.1, with the'forces indicated. The following

equat:ons were used to evaluate the design [Ref. 15: p. 36-37, 149-151].

Fdisc =Faero + Fsp

Facro = aerodynamic drag force = (l,2)pV 2CdA (N)
F - Solar pressure force - PA(l.5) (N)

Fdisc - (1'2)pVCdA + PA(l.5) (N)

Mgg (mlmn212ksin2O),'(m 14- m2)2ro 3 (N -m)

The variables in the equations apply as follows.

p - atmospheric density (kg/rn 3)
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Figure S.2 Free Body Diagram of SKYLITE.

V - spacccraft velocity (ms)

Cd - coefficient of drag

A\ - cross sectional area of the spacecraft (m2 )

P - solar radiation pressure at I Astronomical Unit

%I,,g- righting moment of gravity gradient boom(N-m)

m i ., - masses at the boom ends (kg)

r,1 - orbital altitude of satcllite (m)

S - angie at which righting moment equals disturbing forces

- boom length (m)

The pcrformance of the gravity gradient boom was evaluated through two

. a' ;cni. each described by altitude, inclination, and atmospheric density. As

r 'he aor,, equations, the disturbing torques are a function of satellite velocity

,,,, -nc ,' rwen density For a curcular orbit, the satellite velocity is computed
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directly, using Vc - /k/r, with r representing the orbital radius. Thus, the disturbing

torques are dependent on orbital radius, and atmospheric density. If either of these

quantities changes, the equations governing equilibrium must be reevaluated.

The different orbital stations evaluated were a 700 kilometer and a 680
kilometer orbit, using the appropriate atmospheric density curves as presented in the

ARDC model. The ARDC figures are conservative, in that they provide densities
higher than normal and generate disturbing forces which stronger than those calculated

using median values of atmospheric density. Ideally, if launched on schedule in 1989,

SKYLITE will begin orbit during high solar activity at an altitude of 700 kilometers.

This orbit will provide disturbing torques that may satisfactorily be corrected by a
certain boom length and tip mass. However, if the launch is delayed, the disturbing

forces will increase due to the expected peak in solar activity during 1990-1991. The

boom length and tip mass must be changed to successfully counteract the larger forces.
If the orbit is delayed and solar activity is severe, the orbital decay rate for SKYLITE

will increase, lowering it into the second evaluated region at 680 kilometers. The boom

length and tip mass used will be the arrangement which adequately maintains
stabilization throughout both evaluated orbits.

The equations listed previously were manipulated to give the following
equation which solves for boom length.

I = (FC-Fd( M/m 2 -1)) 2ro3! ((M-nm2 )ksin2O}

The variables apply as follows:

Fd = total force on the disc (N)

Fc = total force on the cylinder (N)
M total mass of the disc and cylinder (kg)

A critical feature of this equation is the presumption that 0 is known. 0 is the

maximum angle at which the satellite will deviate from the local vertical and is selected

during the design based on the collecting requirements of the onboard sensors. Were 0

too large, the sensors would not maintain the MIRACL laser in the field of view at
critical moments. Ideally, 0 would always be zero, which is impossible since at zero
degrees no righting moment exists. At the outset of the design, achieving a reasonable,

0 with an attainable boom length was questionable. Calculations were made to

determine how boom length varied with small changes in 0. A value for 0 of five
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degrees was selected, based on the premise that if the satellite never varied more than

this from the local vertical, whenever it flew through the firing cone, sensors would be

maintained at appropriate orientations for irradiance sampling.

The assumptions that follow were applied to evaluating both orbital stations

and conditions to determine boom length and tip mass.

(1) Forces opposing gravity gradient stabilization are aerodynamic drag and solar

radiation pressure torque.

(2) ORION configuration can be approximated by a barbell when considering the

balance of forces.

(3) The mass of the spacecraft when it arrives on station is 95 kg. This assumes that

30 kg of fuel was consumed enroute to station.

Several observations were drawn from analyzing the balance of forces on the

spacecraft. They were useful in selecting an appropriate boom length and tip mass.

(1) If the allowable 0 is doubled, boom length will be halved. This is important

because if the experimenters can accept a larger 0 the boom may be significantly

shortened.

(2) Contrary to intuition, as the tip mass (m2 ) increases, the length of boom

increases. This suggests there is a minimum tip mass that will sufficiently balance

the spacecraft without requiring an inordinately long boom.

(3) The balance is very sensitive to Fd. Since Fd is acquired from the aerodynamic

force and solar pressure on the disc, and both of these quantities are functions of

the disc cross sectional area, then the cross sectional area is important. If tip

shape is changed, the cross sectional area and thus boom length is also changed.

If boom length is too high, it may be reduced by substituting a lighter material in

the tip mass, which gives the same mass, but provides a larger cross sectional

area.

(4) The equation determining boom length becomes negative and valueless when the

term Fc-Fd(M/m 2 - 1) equals zero. This occured when the tip mass (M2 ) was

4.5 kg. Thus, for this tip mass cross sectional area, a mass of 10 kg was selected

to avoid the described negative value.

The boom length was evaluated for a tip mass of 10 kg, a 0 of five degrees at

aeach of the orbits of interest with the following results.

(1) 700 kin, nominal solar activity (p= 3 x 10- 13 kg/m 3 )

[Ref. 4: p. 5].
Boom length - I meter
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(2) 700 kn, severe solar activity (p - 3 x 10"12 kg/m 3 )

[Ref. 4: p. 5].

Boom length - 7.8 meters

The boom length from the above calculations must be at least 7.8 meters long

to satisfy the desired angle of 0 in all regimes. The deviation of the spacecraft from the

local vertical will not always be five degrees. The disturbing torques of aerodynamic
drag and solar pressure do not always act in the same direction and maximize angular

deflection. When the spacecraft is flying away from the sun the solar radiation pressure

and aerodynamic drag will act in opposite directions, causing a sufficient righting

moment to be obtained with much less than five degrees deflection. Accounting for the

absence of magnetic torque and the fluctuations in values for atmospheric density the

designed boom length will be 10 meters. This is 2.2 meters above the calculated value

and will supply an additional amount of righting moment. Thus, the tip mass for

SKYLITE will be a disc with a thickness of 4.4 cm and a mass of 10 kg. The boom

length satisfying attitude stabilization throughout all flight regimes is 10 meters.

C. ATTITUDE SENSING

Since SKYLITE employs gravity gradient stabilization, which is a passive method

requiring no feedback or control loops, sensing attitude orientation for stabilization is

not necessary. However, the experimenters at WSMR need to know the position and

orientation of the spacecraft to calculate incidence angles for laser power

measurements. The attitude knowledge specifications required accuracy to within three

degrees.

To meet the knowledge specifications, an ADCOLE 41 Steradian Sun Sensor

assembly will be mounted on the spacecraft. The assembly consists of five identical sun

sensors and associated electronics. The function of the sensors is to provide condition

data on the telemetry signal from which the direction of the sun with respect to a

satellite axis can be determined. Each sensor generates two-axis solar aspect data over
its field of view and an analog voltage proportional to the intensity of the incident

solar radiation. The electronic components select the sensor most closely facing the sun

by comparing analog voltages. The field of view (FOV) of each sensor is 128 by 128

degrees within which sensor resolution is .5 degrees and transmission accuracy is .h .25

degrees. [Ref. 16]

Also contributing to pointing knowledge will be a magnetometer assembly which

will provide attitude information by sampling the magnetic field about the spacecraft.
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The sampled measurements are also transmitted via the telemetry signal and compared

to the NASA magnetic field data base. The NASA file is extremely accurate, and

based on the position of SKYLITE, the sampiings can be compared to determine the
attitude at each position. The magnetometer outputs are also analog voltages from 0 to
5 volts representing a field of ± 500 mgauss along each of the three axes. The

magnetometer accuracy is ± 5 mgauss over the entire field range. [Ref. 161
The use of sun sensors and magnetometers for attitude knowledge will provide

information accurate to within 1-2 degrees, thus exceeding the experimental
requirement of 3 degrees. Emphasis is placed on the necessity of ground support for
both sensors to derive satellite attitude. The spacecraft does not downlink an attitude

with respect to a certain reference system, but instead transmits measurements which
allow attitude determination at the ground station. The projected schedule is to sample
the attitude sensors each orbit as the satellite passes within communications range of

the ground station. The precise attitude knowledge designed into the spacecraft system
will be essential when boom deployment is performed to capture SKYLITE in gravity

gradient stabilization.

The evolution of capturing the spacecraft into a gravity gradient stabilization is
tentative and precise. The failure to capture the spacecraft has been the end of several
satellite missions. During the infancy of space exploration gravity gradient stabilization

was evaluated as very useful due to its simplicity and relatively accurate orientation
tolerances. Unfortunately, as with any new scientific endeavor, the moment of capture

was elusive and sometimes unattainable. Several experiments failed at their initial

capture attempts, and since they did not have fuel or mechanisms for another attempt,
the mission was doomed. In SKYLITE, a means for repeated attempts is available.

Capture will occur as the boom is extended at the righting moment becomes greater
than the. disturbing moment. The boom will continue until it reaches a ten meter

length. if at any time during the operation the capture fails, the boom can be retracted
*and capture can be reattempted at a future time.

D. CONCLUSION

The stabilization requirements for SKYLITE are adequately satisfied with the use

of a gravity gradient boom. A boom length of 10 meters will stabilize the longitudinal
axis of the spacecraft within five degrees of the local vertical. This orientation places
the laser site in both the sensor and retroreflector field of view during experimental

periods. Knowledge of the spacecraft attitude will be established by magnetometers
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and sun sensors to .5 degrees and 2 degrees respectively. These values exceed the

experimental attitude knowledge requirement of 3 degrees. Satellite attitude will be

calculated at the ground site using transmitted magnetometer data.

8
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IX. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION
Since the spacecraft selected for the SKYLITE mission was a modified version of

the ORION bus, the structural analysis closely coincides with that originally done

[Ref. I: p. 19-20]. However, many rough approximations, such as the loading of

ORION in its cantilever position inside the STS cargo bay, will be redone based on the
loads and forces peculiar only to SKYLITE. The ORION bus was analyzed in iS

SKYLITE configuration to determine if it satisfactorily meets rigidity, maximum stress,
deflection, and vibration requirements. Additionally, the short booms, deployed from

SKYLITE to ensure stability during injection, will be evaluated for stress and
deflection caused by centripetal acceleration during spin up and spin down. The

SKYLITE structural analysis examines the following points, highlighting details and

explaining engineering considerations.

* Spacecraft Loading

* Center of Mass Variances
* Moment of Inertia Determination

1 Maximum Stress Evaluation

* Maximum Structural Deflection

* Vibration Under Base Excitation

0 Maximum Stress and Deflection of Deployed Stability Booms

B. STRUCTURAL LOADING

The arrangement of payload and support equipment throughout the spacecraft

significantly affects the spacecraft behavior when deployed as well as the structural

performance during periods of high loading. For example, a primary disturbing torque
for low Earth. orbiting satellites is aerodynamic torque. This torque exists due to the

difference in displacement between the center of mass and the center of pressure.
Ignoring all other considerations, aerodynamic torque can be minimized by shaping

and loading the spacecraft to lessen the distance between center of pressure and center

of mass. Also, an example of a structural consideration appears in the case of

SKYLITE due to its position in the STS cargo bay. SKYLITE is launched from the
extended GAS can aboard the STS. The longitudinal axis of the GAS can, and
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SKYLITE, is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the STS. This arrangement

places SKYLITE in a cantilevered position, rather than an axially loaded position. The

point of maximum stress in a cantilevered homogeneous object occurs at its base, and

is very sensitive to large loads placed at the free end. Thus, if the stress in a
cantilevered orientation is of extreme concern, the loads inside the spacecraft may be

redistributed towards the fixed end, reducing the amount of maximum stress. For these

two reasons, the dispersion of items and loads inside the satellite must be well
considered.

The basic structure of ORION, as initially designed, was selected for the

SKYLITE design [Ref. 1: p. 20]. The structure and materials were identical, with major

loading variances existing in the payload type and location. These loads and
equipment listed in Table 5 were the baseline values used to calculate the center of

mass, stress and deflections for SKYLITE [Ref. 1: p. 20]. The loads were distributed as

pictured in Figure 9.1. Several assumptions made in developing Table 5 must be
explained. Any masses which are evenly distributed along the spacecraft longitudinal

axis, such as structural skin, longerons, or miscellaneous materials were considered as
acting at the center of mass. This assumption agrees with standard loading analysis

concerning evenly distributed loads. Also, all available weight allowances were

considered fully utilized. For example, the upper cargo bay has an allowance of

approximately 42 pounds for payload. At the outset of SKYLITE's design, the exact

payload weights were unknown, so all available weight was assumed to be used. This
would result in conservative calculations and an inherent safety factor, should the

actual SKYLITE payload not actually equal the maximum payload weight possible.

The final point to elaborate upon concerns the fuel contained in SKYLITE. The

ORION bus has three variants which tradeoff fuel and payload. Since the SKYLITE
payload appeared undemanding, the ORION variant possessing the most fuel aboard
was selected. The amount of Hydrazine in the fuel tank at STS liftoff is 77.88 pounds.

Even though this fuel load will be consumed during injection and transit to station, it
was considered essential to structural calculations since it is present at STS liftoff.

C. CENTER OF MASS VARIANCES
,* As previously explained, accurate knowledge of the location of the center of mass

is essential to accurate structural evaluation. The center of mass of SKYLITE will vary
due to fuel consumption. The magnitude of the variance was based on the distance of

the fuel tank from the center of the spacecraft and the amount of fuel is consumed. If
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TABLE 5
SKYLITE LOADING TABLE (LB)

Weights on the top plate:
Top plate 1.65
Thruster .60SUBTOTAL 2.25

Weights in upper storage bay:
ufpqrt plate 1.65

cateries 5.85
Data equipment 8.10
Thruster 2.40
Payload 42.00
SUBTOTAL 60.00

Weights through the Center of Mass:
Structural Skin 8.48
Bongerons 5.80
Looms 4.20
Fasteners 3.48
Solar Array 8.00
Wiring. electronics 25.00
Miscelaneous 19.00
SUBTOTAL 73.96

Weights acting through the tank support:
Tang support members
Tank strongback 2.20
Fuel 77.88
Pipin 4.00Propellant tank .90
SUBTOTAL 105.00

Weights through lower plated sup ot:
Lower late Y.05
SUBTOTAL 1.05

Weight acting through bottom plate:
Baseblate 9.75
TT&C Equipment 8.10
Thrusters 2.00
Stabilization balls 8.00
SUBTOTAL 27.85

OVERALL TOTAL 270.11 Pounds

the spacecraft is deposited by the STS directly into the operational orbit, no fuel will be
burned and the center of mass will not change. However, as discussed in the Propulsion
chapter, the allowances for insertion indicate that most or al of the fuel will be
expended. Knowledge of the position of the center of mass relative to the center of
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Figure 9.1 Loading and Placement of ORION Components.

pressure was essential to estimating the disturbances torques, and consequently the

length of the gravity gradient boom necessary to employ gravity gradient stabilization.

The last point must be reemphasized. If the center of mass, and consequently the

disturbing torque estimates, were substantially in error, the length of boom alloted for
satellite stabilization will not be sufficicnt, resulting in an uncontrolled spacecraft and

an aborted mission.
The table of loading listed in the previous section was used to determine the

center of mass prior to any fuel consumption. Although the short stabilizing booms

will be deployed prior to spacecraft injection, they will not displace the center of mass

since their extended position is perpendicular to the satellite longitudinal axis. The base

of the satellite was the origin for calculating the center of mass, with all loads were

referenced to this point. The satellite loads listed in Table 5 act through distances listed

in Table 6.
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TABLE 6

DISTANCE OF SKYLITE LOADS, REFERENCED TO THE BASE

Distance from satellite baseplate to:

Baseplate 0.00 cm
Lower plate support 15.60 cm
Propellant tank support 29.63 cm
Estimated center of mass 44.45 cm
Upper bay support 54.58 cm
Top plate 88.90 cm

The center of mass is calculated using the loads and distances from Tables 5 and
6 [Ref 1: p. 20]. The following equation, which evaluates the center of mass, was used

to sum the product of the distance times the load and divide by the sum of the loads.

C.M. = 1(d x m)/L:(m)

d = Distance from the baseplate to each load (cm)

m - Mass of each load (kg)

C.M. = 36.61 cm from the baseplate.

The calculations were repeated for spacecraft loading with no fuel present, which

provided the spacecraft's center of mass as it arrived at its operational station. The

difference of the two calculations also yielded the change in the center of mass.

C.M.station = 1(d x m)/(m)
C.M.station = 38.97 cm from the baseplate

The spacecraft center of mass rose 2.36 cm as the propellant was burned. This

calculation agrees with the intuitive evaluation that the center of mass will rise if a

weight low in the body of the spacecraft (fuel) is removed. The distance from the

center of mass to the center of pressure when the satellite arrives on station will be

5.476 cm. This value was used in the Stabilization chapter to determine the magnitude

of aerodynamic and solar radiation disturbing torques.

D. MOMENT OF INERTIA DETERMINATION

The determination of the moment of inertia about the longitudinal axis is
essential to evaluate the magnitude and location of maximum stress. The moment of
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inertia is inversely proportional to the stress at any point and the two quantities are

related by the following formula [Ref. 18: p. 513].

r - MyI

o - Stress at desired location (N m2)

M - Moment at desired location (N-m)

v = Distance from neutral axis to desired location (m)

I = Moment of inertia km4)

Since the evaluation of maximum stress is necessary, the moment of inertia for the

ORION bus was determined. The moment of inertia was calculated for the base plate

attaching the satellite to the STS bay. and for the cylindnical shell of the spacecraft

adjacent to the baseplate. The necessity to determine moments of incrtia at two

positions will be explained.

ra • 24 13m ,

t -*.00i127m

Figure 9.2 Cross Sectional Diagram of the ORION Baseplate.
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1. Baseplate Moment of Inertia

The configuraon and details of the ORION basepiate are illustrated in

Figure 9.2. The item is 24.13 cm in radius and has .4 square cutouts designed to retain

the longerons. The depth and width of the cutouts as drawn are 2.5.4 cm b_ ; 08 cM

[Ref 1. p. 211. The moment of Inertia calculation became slightly more difficult due to

the presence of the cutouts. Whereas the moment of Inertia for a disc is direct ari

simple, the cutouts must be included by means of the Parallel Axis Theorem

[Ref. 18: p. 51-41. The equations used to describe the calculations follow.

Id - Moment of Inertia for a disc

Id = td4 64

Id - n4S.26 m) 4 6.4

Id = 2.663 x 10- 3 m4

The absence of material due to the cutouts reduces the total moment of inertia and

must be subtracted from that of the disc [Ref. 18: p. 4461.

Parallel Axis Theorem - If - Ii + Ad 2

If = Moment of inertia with respect to the axis of interest (m

I = Moment of inertia with respect to a distant axis (m-4 )

A - Area of the cutout (m)

d - Distance from the axis of interest to the distant axis (m)

Only two of the cutouts as drawn in 9.2 are set&rated from the neutral axis. the

remaining two are accounted for by subtracting their moment of inertia from the disc's

moment of inertia.

lbp = 'd -'co 4

lbp - Moment of inertia of the baseplate (m )

Id - Moment of inertia of the disc (m4 )
lco - Moment of inertia of the cutouts (m4 )

Ibp = 2.663 x 10' 3 m4 . 1.354 x 10-4 m4

lbp = 2.527 x 10- 3 m4
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Figure 9.7 Cross Section of the ORION Cylindrical Shell.

2 Cvlinder Moment of Inertia

The moment of inertia for the thin walled shell of ORION was next evaluated.
The ORION shell is drawn in Figure 9.3. An simple equation exists to calculate the

moment of inertia of a thin walled structure. This equation, though not exact, provides

an extremeiv accurate approximation to the true moment of inertia. This equation is

explained bc:ow [Ref. 18: p. 514].

icy, - Moment of inertia of a thin walled cylinder (m4)

icvI - ro3nt

ro  Radius to the outside of the cylinder (m)

t - thickness of the cylinder (m)

The equation is evaluated for the 24.13 cm outer radius and .127 cm skin thickness of

ORION.
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Icyl - (.2417 m)3n(.00127 m)

IcyI - 5.634 X 10-5 m4

The moment of inertia calculations were accurately evaluated for use in subsequent
analyses concerning stress and deflection. The importance of calculating moments of
inertia for the baseplate and the cylinder become apparent when perusing these

subsequent analyses.

E. MAXIMUM STRESS EVALUATION
The location and magnitude of maximum stress must be determined to verify that

the strength of the material selected for the satellite structure is indeed adequate. The

housing of SKYLITE in the extended GAS (Get Away Special) can dispenser poses

unusual loading during conditions during the maximum stress interval caused by liftoff.
The SKYLITE satellite, because its longitudinal axis is perpendicular to the
acceleration vector at launch, experiences lateral or transverse loading conditions. This

orientation is different than the typical spacecraft configuration which receives axial
loads upon launch. The ORION bus, due to its relatively stubbiness, is not as sensitive
to axial loads or transverse loads. Axial loads become critical based on column length,
which the ORION bus barely emulates. Also, transverse loads for a base mounted
satellite become crucial if the length of the member is unduly long or if an extreme load

is placed at the end of the beam. Again, the ORION configuration, because of its
short length, mitigates the effects of a high transverse load.

The position of SKYLITE, as it. resides in the STS cargo bay during launch is

illustrated in Figure 9.4. The base of the satellite is secured via the extended GAS can
dispenser to the shuttle. For purposes of analyzing material stress , the ORION bus
was considered a cantilevered beam, with several point loads. A simplifying worse case

assumption was considering all the loads aboard SKYLITE to be concentrated in the
top plate. This evaluation, although very conservative, did not provide for accurate
loading representation, should a partial redesign become necessary.

Modeling SKYLITE as a cantilevered beam, for purposes of evaluating the

maximum stresses, was very accurate and provided for simple straightforward analysis.
Using the loads and distances listed in Tables 5 and 6, the loading diagram in Figure
9.5 was developed. NASA requirements were for the structural members of the

satellite in the extended GAS can to withstand acceleration limits of up to five times
the force of gravity. These requirements effectively multiply the loads in the spacecraft
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Figure 9.4 SKYLITE Position in the STS Cargo Bay.

by five when evaluating maximum stress at launch. The stress in a cantilevered beam is

calculated using .the relationship that follows.

- My: I

The variables in the equation were previously explained. A cantilevered beam has a

resultant force and moment that exists in the attached base that must resist all the

forces and moments of loading along the beam. The resultant force and moment

calculations are listed.

Fr " Resultant force in SKYLITE base (N)

Fr = Sum of all SKYLITE loads under launch acceleration (N)

Fr - .5 x 1(mxg)

mj - Mass of each point load (kg)

g - Earth acceleration constant (9.8 m/s2)

Fr - 5 x 122.74 kg x 9.8 m/sec2
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Figure 9.5 Loading Diagram of Skylite At Launch.

Fr = 6014.6 N

The resultant moment at the base was calculated also allowing for five g's of
acceleration and subsequent effective loads five times greater than those listcd in Table

5.

Mr = Resultant moment (N-m)

Mr = 5 x !(miXdxg)

Mr = 2642.63 N-m

Determining the point of maximum stress, once the moment of inertia and
resultant moment was known, was straightforward. The point of maximum stress
occurs at the furthest distance from the neutral axis, which was on the periphery of the

structure.

- My/I
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y - Furthest distance from neutral axis - Radius of satellite

a - (2642.63 N-mX.2413 m)/(2.527 x 10"3 m4 )

o -- 2.52 x 105 N/rm2

Since the maximum resultant moment exists at the fixed end for a cantilevered beam,

the maximum stress was initially though to occur also at the fixed end. However, the

error in this conclusion became apparent upon closer inspection. A large transition

exists between the moment of inertia of the base plate and the moment of inertia of the

cylinder adjacent to the baseplate. Actually, the moment of inertia decreases by a

factor of 44 at this point. Since the stress is inversely proportional to the moment of

inertia, the resulting maximum stress increased by a factor of 44. As a result, the point

of maximum stress exists at the cylinder just above the base plate and is calculated

using the moment of inertia for the cylinder instead of the base plate moment of

inertia.

a - My/I

a - (2642.63 N-m)(.2413 m)/(5.634 X 10-5 m4 )

a - 1.13 x 07 N/im 2

The strength of the material comprising the structure of SKYLITE was evaluated

to ascertain its ability to withstand the maximum stress generated during peak

acceleration periods. If the material strength does not adequately exceed the maximum

stress experienced, the spacecraft may structurally fail upon launch. The material

selected to construct the ORION bus was HT 7075-T6 Aluminum. The yield strength

of this Aluminum alloy, which is the peak stress possible before plastic deformation

occurs, is 5.143 x 107 Nn/m2 (Ref. 18: p. 1384]. The safety factor, or margin of safety is

computed using the following equation [Ref. 18: p. 493].

N Y/

N - Safety Factor
Y - Yield strength (N/m 2 )

a - Maximum stress experienced by structural member (N/m 2 )

N - (5.143 x 107 N/m 2)/(1.13 x 107 N/m 2 )

N 4.55
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The safety factor of 4.55 is more than adequate in terms of structural ability to
withstand launch loads. The figure given for this safety factor is not an index, but an
approving indication that the configuration of SKYLITE in the STS cargo bay will
adequately withstand launch loads. Considerably more statistical analysis, regarding the
variance and quality of T6-7075 Aluminum, would further substantiate the confidence.

The large safety factor reflects the inherent strength in the ORION cylindrical design
due to its large diameter when compared to its short length.

F. MAXIMUM STRUCTURAL DEFLECTION
The deflection of the free end of ORION as is resided in the STS cargo bay was

investigated to determine if it was in compliance with the limits set by NASA. The
clearance between the sides of ORION and the interior walls of the extended GAS
dispenser is slight and any impact between the two surfaces may cause failure in the
satellite operation and deployment. With the .2413 cm outer diameter of the spacecraft,
the satellite must not deflect more than .9525 cm to remain within space limitations set
be NASA. The interior diameter of the Extended GAS can dispenser is 50.8 cm, and
NASA requires that all satellite assemblies must remain further than .3175 cm from the
dispenser sides during flight evolutions. Maximum deflection of the spacecraft will

occur at the free end due to the ORION cantilever configuration. This deflection was
again considered using the maximum STS liftoff acceleration and the loads acting at
distances indicated in Tables 5 and 6 [Ref. 1: Chap. 2].

The deflection at the free end of a cantilevered beam due to loading by several
forces was determined by the principle of superposition. This principle states that the
deflection created by each individual load may be summed to provide the total
deflection caused by all the loads.The deflection created by individual loads increases as
the load increases and also as its position nears the free end of the beam. The specific
deflection for each load was calculated using a mechanical engineering table. For the
conditions of loading at launch, under an acceleration of 5 g's, the deflection at the free
end is calculated in the following equations [Ref. 18: p. 518-519].

Dt - Di

Dt - Total deflection (cm)

Di - Deflection of caused by individual loads (cm)

Dt - .01078 cm
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Figure 9.6 Deflection limits for SKYLITE.

Thus. the maximum deflection was calculated as .01078 cm and is well within the

deflection driven by NASA guidelines which is .9525 cm. Again the minute amount of

deflection is reflective of the stubbiness of the ORION shape and its strength in the

cantilevered position. The deflection allowances for SKYLITE in the Extended GAS

can are illustrated in Figure 9.6. [R-ef. 1: Chap. 2]

G. VIBRATION LIMITATIONS UNDER BASE EXCITATION

The vibration of the STS, and consequently the SKYLITE spacecraft, during
launch may substantially multiply the apparent loads experienced.- This occurs whenI the frequency of excitation of the base, in this case, the STS vehicle, is close to the
natural structural response frequency of the satellite. The satellite displacement and
subsequent acceleration will be magnified should the base excitation frequency
approach that of the satellite. For these reasons, the primary vibration frequency of the
STS vehicle was acquired from the GAS program office at the NASA Goddard facility.
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Although the excitation frequencies of the GAS can in its extended configuration are
still under analysis, the NASA engineers said the primary vibration frequency was 27

hz. Based on the quoted 27 liz base excitation frequency, the natural response

frequency of SKYLITE must be greater than 27 hz to avoid unforseen accelerations
and loads induced by vibration.

The natural frequency of SKYLITE. as it will be attached to the shuttlc,was then

determined. Again the approximation of the stowed SKYLITE to a cantilever beam

was used. A table, selected from a mechanical engineering handbook, lists the methods

to calculate the natural frequencies oC certain basic structural arrangements. The table

entry for a cantilever beam was selected which is listed below IRef. IS: p. 49S-499].

*1~

Figure 9.7 Representation used for SKYLITE natural response frequency.

n- vE/(13(m + mb)}
)n - Natural response frequency (hz)
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I - Moment of inertia(m4 )

E - Modulus of elasticity (N/m 2 )

1 - Length of the cantilevered beam (in)

m - Mass of the weight at the beam's end (kg)

mb = Mass of the beam (kg)

This equation derives the natural frequency of the cantilevered beam depicted in Figure

9.7. Although the depicted beam and the cantilever representation of SKYLITE are not

identical, the given equation was used to determine the absolutely lowest possible

natural frequency attained by SKYLITE. The conservative value was calculated with

the listed assumptions.

- The entire mass of SKYLITE resides at the beam's end.

* The beam is massless.

* The moment of inertia selected is that of a cylinder.

The purpose behind the three assumptions was the desire to determine the lowest

frequency possible. If some of the mass resided in the beam, or the base plate m~oment

of inertia was selected, the calculated natural frequency would be slightly higher. Using

the previous equation, the natural frequency was calculated.

mb = 0.0 kg

m = 125 kg

l .889 m

1 5.634 x 10- 5 m 4

E - 7.32 x l09 N/m 2 (T6 7075 Aluminum)

(On - /3(7.32 x 109 N/m2X5.634 x j0"5 m4 )/{(.889 m)3(125 kg)}
)n - 118.7 hz

The natural vibrational frequency of 118.7 hz was the absolute minimum value

possible. This figure was an ideal quantity and the actual SKYLITE vibrational

frequency will be higher. However, even at the minimum value possible, the natural

frequency is well above the excitation frequency of 27 hz. Thus, SKYLITE will not

experience unpredicted vibrational loads and accelerations at launch, which may cause

unforseen failure.
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H. MAXIMUM STRESS AND DEFLECTION OF THE DEPLOYED STABILITY
BOOMS
Prior to commencing satellite insertion, the spacecraft will be spun up to an

angular velocity of 100 rpm to provide spin stability. The moment of inertia about the
spin axis exceeds the transverse moment of inertia due to the deployment of four
symmetrical stabilizing booms extending through the center of mass of the spacecraft.
The length of the boom and mass of the ball at the boom end necessary to achieve
stability was calculated in the Propulsion chapter. The boom length is 1.33 m and the
mass of each ball is 1.5 kg. An IR sensor and amplifier will be placed in each ball,
allowing sampling of the MIRkCL laser beam at four separate points. The remainder
of the mass required in the balls, if necessary, will be provided by slug weights.

Determining the stress and deflection of the beams is extremely important to the
proper operation of an apparently unrelated subsystem. The size of the boom and end
mass must not be so great that their shadow from the sun cast across the solar panels
exceeds the area of a solar cell. If one solar cell in a string in a solar cell is completely

shadowed, the entire string will be shorted. This phenomena may be eliminated by the
costly rewiring and shunting of the solar cells, but the procedure is extremely
expensive. A more appropriate design was to determine the cross sectional area

required by the stabilization booms to withstand the stress of spin up and spin down.

The moment inertia was then used to determine the, area and cross sectional
dimensions of the boom. [Ref. 17]

The acceleration acting on SKYLITE during spin up is illustrated in Figure 9.8.
The total acceleration is the vector sum of the radial and tangential forces at any

instant.
a= / at 2 + ar2

a = Total acceleration (m/s 2)

at = Tangential acceleration (ms 2 )

ar = Radial acceleration (mis2)

The maximum force on the boom will appear when the total acceleration is also at a
maximum. At the instant spin up is begun there is no radial acceleration because the
spacecraft is not yet spinning. As the thrusters bum, increasing the angular velocity of
the satellite, the radial acceleration increases to a maximum when the angular velocity
limit of 100 rpm is achieved. The maximum total acceleration then becomes a vector
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sum of the radial acceleration at an angular velocity equal to 100 rpm. and the

tangential acceieration provided by the bur-n of the thruster. The radial acceleration is

caiculatcd in the following equations.

ar =wir

a -Angular velocity of SKYLITE (rad. sec)

r = Distance from the end of the boom to the axis of spin (m)

ar - (10.472 rad;sec) 2(1.5748 m)

ar - 172.7 rad'sec2

The tangential acceleration was then calculated, accounting for the force of the spin up

ej thrusters.

at - dx a
d - Distance from the spin axis to the radius of thrust (m)

a - Angular acceleration (rad/sec 2 )
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- (.2413 m s.867 x 103 rad/sec2 )

at - 1.416x 103 rn/sec2

The contribution of the tangential acceleration to the total acceleration at the time of

maximum angular velocity is unnoticeable. The total angular acceleration is 172.7

m,'sec2 "

The force on the boom, due to the high angular velocity as spin up is completed,
is calculated using the analysis below.

Fb = mXa

Fb = Axial force on the boom (N)

a = Total acceleration of the mass at the boom end (m/sec 2)

m = Mass of the ball at the boom end (kg)

Fb - (172.7 nsec2 X1.5 kg)

Fb = 259.05 N

The area of cross sectional area of the boom necessary to counteract the tensile stress

imparted by the satellite rotation is based on the Yield Strength of the material

comprising the boom. If the Yield Strength is low, the cross sectional area must be

larger than that necessary for a higher Yield Strength. Using a safety factor of 5, the

cross sectional area is now calculated. The Yield Strength for HT 7075-T6 Aluminum

was selected because this value is representative of the. materials available for

construction. The values for Yield Strength, vice Ultimate Strength were chosen

because no plastic deformation, permanently distorting the beams, was desired.

A = (F x N)/Y

A = Cross sectional area (m2 )
F - Tensile force acting on the boom (N)
N = Safety factor

Y - Yield strength (N/m2 )

A - (259.05 NX5)/(5.143 x 107 N,'m 2 )

A - 2.518 x i0- 5 m 2

If the boom were cylindrically chaped, this desired cross se.ctional area could be
achieved with a radius of .283 cm. The actual boom must have a hole through its
center to allow passage of wires to the IR sensors in the ball mass. Cross sectional area

of material lost due to the presence of the hole can be compensated by using a slightly

larger diameter boom.
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The governing criteria in choosing cross sectional area is the requirement to
comply with maximum stress and maximum bending values due to the spin up of the

boom. The beam's size is dependent on either the cross sectional area used to calculate

stress in tension, or moment of inertia used to calculate the deflection in bending. Since
the tangential acceleration and subsequently, the beam deflection, is extremely small
due to the small size of the thrusters, the governing criteria became the cross sectional
area necessary to oppose the tensile force. The cross sectional area as previously

calculated above is attained with a boom radius of .283 cm.
As previously discussed, the boom shadow will short a string of solar cells only if

the diameter of the boom is greater than the minimum size a single solar cell. The solar
array mounted on the periphery of ORION is composed of many 2 cm by 6 cm solar

cells. Since the boom diameter will be approximately .6 cm, under no circumstances
will the boom's shadow short the solar cell string.

I. CONCLUSION

The structural analysis of the proposed bus has shown that all structural
requirements are adequately satisfied. The ORION bus is constructed of HT 7075-T6

Aluminum, with one gravity gradient boom and four load bearing stabilizing booms.
Both the satellite vehicle and stabilizing booms were analyzed for stress and deflection
and determined to possess adequate strength and rigidity. The spacecraft is in a

cantilever position as mounted in the STS extended GAS Can. This position is more

stressful, for a cylinder, than that of an axially loaded position. If SKYLITE is
transferred to an expendable launch vehicle, the associated axial loads will be more

easily withstood, but additional analysis would be necessary to assess vibrational

stresses. The size of the stabilizing booms must be kept small enough so their projected

shadow does not completely occlude a 2 cm by 6 cm solar cell. The predicted stresses
during spin up can be withstood by sufficiently small booms, avoiding shadowing

* @problems.
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X. RETROREFLECTOR DESIGN

The design of SKYLITE involved the analysis and placement of a reflector to
enhance the apparent cross sectional area of the spacecraft. This magnified cross
sectional area will create sufficient signature to track the satellite through its orbit.
Although a small part of the overall design, the retroreflector is extremely important,
as no experiments would be possible in its absence During experimental periods
SKYLITE will be lased with an Alexandrite tracking laser whose purpose is to provide
pointing information to the higher power MIRACL laser. The elevation restrictions on
the tracking laser are slightly less severe than the MIRACL. The tracking laser trains
through the identical azimuths of 160 to 080 degrees true, with elevation limits from 45
to 90 degrees. This wider acceptance and lasing cone will provide a period of tracking
and preparation prior lasing by the MIRACL. (Ref. 2]

The design focus during the SKYLITE analysis was the satellite itself and space
related equipment. The tendency to become mired in laser phenomena such as power,
diffraction, signal to noise requirements, etc., was resisted. The Alexandrite laser
designers were queried about the necessary enhanced cross sectional area required to
adequately track the satellite. The figure given was 3.3 x 106 m2 [Ref. 19]. A reflector
type and size was then selected to provide this appropriate figure.

A retroreflector was necessary to enhance SKYLITE's effective cross sectional
area. It has the ideal property of reflecting the incident beam exactly-along the axis of
arrival. Also the size of the retroreflector would be small enough to allow mounting on
the bottom face of the spacecraft. The cross sectional area of the retroreflector is
related to its size by the following equation [Ref. 20: p. 23-7 - 23-10].

= (k4)/o.2)
ca = Cross sectional area (m2)

k = constant

x = Aperture size (in)

= Wavelength (m)

The constant k, varied between tables, from a value of 4.04 to 37.1. However, since
the aperture is proportional to the fourth root of the remaining terms, the variance in
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the k constant did not appreciably vary the retroreflector size. The above equation
was evaluated for aperture size, since cross sectional area was provided by the laser
engineers.

x -(dX
2 'k) 1 '4

-((3.3 x 106 rn2X.755 x 10-6 1:2 4

x -2.59 cm

The k value was selected that yielded the largest and most conservative value for
aperture size. A contractor's catalog was consulted to determine the availability of
similar retroref'lectors. Three rctroreflectors were chosen with an aperture of 3.8 cm.
Thrc.~ retroreflectors will be mounted on the base of the satellite to increa.se the

probability of a blossoming return.

FOV Range

* ~Retroreflector10Dere

Figure 10. 1 Geometry determining Retroreflector Field of View.
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The field of view of the aperture was dictated by the geometry in figure 10.1. The
satellite will be lased by the tracking laser when the elevation angle is 45 degrees.
Combining this requirement with the spacecraft stabilization limits of 5 degrees and an
additional 5 degrees provided for unforseen errors, a field of view of 50 degrees will be
required. If the retroreflector alone cannot meet this requirement, its field of view must
be expanded using small mirrors. Another detail exists requiring compensation.
Modem mirror machining techniques have created mirrors so fine that the returned
reflections, when reflected minutely off the incident angle, are not received at the
transmitting site at all. The high mirror polish has not created any spoiling and the
laser site will be unable to track the satellite. The remedy to this is to intentionally
spoil, or roughen the surface of the mirror. The roughness will spread the reflected
beam slightly, should the reflected angle deviate slightly from the incident angle.

1
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XI. IR SENSOR SELECTION

A. INTRODUCTION
The sensor selected for SKYLITE must sample the varying levels of the arriving

laser irradiance and convert the signal for modulation and transmission. The sensor
must be sufficiently sensitive to detect the low signals and appropriately robust to
withstand the high power levels. PMW-145 required a sensor sampling rate of 1 khz.
[Ref. 2] Each sensor will be sampled at this rate with the subsequent signals
multiplexed and modulated onto a carrier frequency.

The sensor design will be done at the systems level. Due the the complexity of
sensor selection, and actual sensor selected for SKYLITE must undergo rigorous
design and test phases. However, the basic selection and orientation of the sensor will
be explained, outlining areas requiring more complex analysis.

The satellite will be illuminated at elevation angles of 60 to 80 degrees from the
WSMR facility. The sensor must have a field of view (FOV)'allowing signal detection
throughout the entire illumination regime. The laser and satellite geometry is presented
in Figure 11.1. Strict geometrical considerations require a half angle FOV of 51.3
degrees. However, the FOV enlargement necessary for slight attitude oscillations results
in a half angle FOV of 55 degrees. The required sensor FOV is particularly important
when the effect of incident solar radiation is considered. If the sensor FOV is greater
than the angle to the Earth's limb, the solar irradiance will be collected and mistakenly
classified as laser signal. As depicted in Figure 11.2, the total angle between the Earth's
limbs at. an orbital altitude is 128.6 degrees. This is sufficiently greater than the 110

-degree sensor FOV to prevent the arrival of solar radiation at I R wavelengths.

The spectral region of interest for SKYLIGHT is 3.6-4.2 p. Laser lines for the
MIRACL are approximately 3.8 p, and the experimenters from PMW-145 want the
power measurement to include the region between 3.6 and 4.2 p [Ref. 21. Thus, a
sensor with maximum detectivity in this region must be selected. Specific detectors
exhibiting maximum detectivity in this region were PbSe, HgCdTe, and InSb. Selection
of a specific detector is based on its ability to detect the laser signal in the background
of the Earth's IR noise and the detector noise. For cost considerations and simplicity, a
detector which operates without cooling and meets detection requirements is
preferable to a detector requiring cooling.
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J M IRACL Site

Figure 11. 1 Scnsor FOV required. for Measuring lrradiancc.

Preliminary discussions with IR and Optics engineers at Aerospace Corporation,

Santa Barbara Research Corporation (SBRC), and Ford Aerospace Corporation

indicated that an uncooled detector (295 K) would provide detectivity to detect the

lower power laser signal (.25 mW,'cm 2) and may be too sensitive to the high power

laser signal (4 Wicm2). [Refs. 21,22,23] To reduce the response of the detector to the
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Figure 11.2 Angle Between Earth's Limbs at Orbital Altitude.

high power test while preserving suMicient signal from the low power test, a ncutral
density filter (NDF) will be placed in front of tile detector. The NDF will be designed

to bring the irradiance on the detector down to a region that provides a linear response
to the detector. This NDF will not attenuate the irradiance so severely that the low

power signal cannot be detected. In the unforseen circumstance that these two goals

cannot be obtained with one detector array and one NDF. two detector arrays will be
necessary to sense the low nd high power levels.

To reduce background noise from the Earth. a bandpass filter %%ill also be placed

in front of the detector. The bandpass of the filter will coincide with the 3.6-4.2

region of interest to the .experimenters [Ref. 13]. Utilizing such a filter will prevent

radiation at other wavelengths from impinging on the detector. Two additional.
components -%ill complete the sensor. A chopper placed before the detector will provide
an experimental sampling frequency of I khz. Additionally, a thermoelectric cooler may

be necessary to maintain the temperature of the detector at a constant value. Detector

response depends on operating temperature, and heating due to high power laser tests

may cause the unpredictable detector response. Thus, while a TEC is not required for
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Figure 11.3 Components Required for SKYLITE Sensors.

increasing detectivity, it may prevent poor detector response due to heating. The

components comprising SKYLITE's IR sensor are listed in Figure 11.3. The spacecraft

will have 6 sensors. Each short stabilization boom will have a detcctor on its earth

facing side, and two detectors will be placed on the bottom of the main spacecraft
body. The additional detector on the spacecraft body is for redundancy, as the laser
will be aimed at a reflector, also on the satellite body, and these detectors are most

essential to the experiment. The four detectors on the stabilization booms were

included due to the desires of the experimenters. PMW-145 indicated that placing the

peripheral sensors more than 1.5 meters from the central sensor would be of

experimental value. [Ref. 21
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XII. COMMUNICATIONS CONSIDERATIONS - DATA & TELEMETRY

A. INTRODUCTION
Many technical problems are encountered when designing a reliable satellite

communications system. High cost, low available power, severe weight restrictions, and

inaccessibility for maintenance are only a few of the many problems that present a

significant challenge to the designer. The problems encountered in designing the

communications system for Project SKYLITE were no different. Although these

problems are not insurmountable each must be analyzed and trade-offs thoroughly

considered to design the optimum system.

There are basically two types of information transfer that must occur between

the satellite to the ground site:

1) Sensor data passed from the satellite to the ground during the experiment.

2) TT&C data passed throughout the lifetime of the satellite from the satellite to
the ground and vice versa.

The two subsystems that provide this capability are the Radio Frequency

Subsystem and the Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) Subsystem. Each of

these subsystems will be addressed in the chapter.

It should be pointed out, before each subsystem is discussed, that specific

components for SKYLITE have not been selected. A general understanding of what is

required to optimize the subsystem is known. Further investigation into what

equipment and components are currently on the market is necessary. The trade-offs

between component size and weight, power requirements and data rate capability are

the key concerns.

B. RADIO FREQUENCY SUBSYSTEM
The Radio Frequency Subsystem will provide SGLS compatible communications

capability in the S-band for the receipt and transmission of RF signals from and to the

dedicated SGLS ground site. This subsystem will provide omnidirectional command

receiving capability, and omnidirectional transmitting capability. The Radio Frequency

Subsystem will contain at least the following hardware elements:

0 Receiver/ Demodulator

* Receiving Signal Routing Devices
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* Receiving/Transmitting Antenna
* Receiver/Demodulator Power Convertors
* Transmitter
* Transmitter Signal Routing Devices
* Transmitter Power Convertors

* Stable Clocks

* Stable Clock Power Convertor

Because of weight volume and cost constraints the Radio Frequency Subsystem
will have no built in redundancy features. There will be only one of each hardware

element.

C. TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND CONTROL ('lT&C) SUBSYSTEM

SKYLITE's telemetry system will consist principally of various sensors and
transducers, and the telemetry encoder. Information from the five sun sensors and the

magnetometer used for attitude control along with other temperature, power supply
voltage, bus voltage, battery voltage, battery temperature, solar array voltage, and

stored fuel pressure information must be properly formatted at the required signal

levels, in digital form and encoded for transmission. The telemetry encoder will
multiplex the various digital channels carrying the information from these various

sensors and transducers. The encoder will modulate a subcarrier on the transmitter for

transmission through the antenna. The transmitter will phase modulate the signal at a

SHF frequency compatible with SGLS.

The Telemetry, Tracking and Control subsystem provides the following:
1) Operational control of the SKYLITE satellite in accordance with uplink

commands.

2) On board software stored commands.

3) Real time equipment performance data.
4) Subsystem status papameters from necessary spacecraft subsystems.

The TT&C subsystem will decode, store, and execute commands transmitted

from ground sites and will provide a means of controlling SKYLITE functions in

accordance with the commands and data received from the ground sites. The TT&C

will contain at least the following hardware elements:

* Memory and Control Unit

* Remote Telemetry Unit

* Remote Command Unit

* Timing Distribution Unit
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9 Wideband Downlink Formatter

A specific hardware component for each of the telemetry elements listed above

has not yet been determined. Investigation into the optimum requires significant
analysis and coordination with Naval Research Laboratory. The design of a data and

telemetry system is required for completion of the SKYLITE satellite initial design

review.

D. PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATIONS ANALYSIS

1. Satellite Downlink

The satellite downlink is constrained by the fact that the transmitter, amplifier,

antenna, etc. must be spaceborne. This requires small, efficient, light weight devices.

The type of antenna proposed for the communications subsystem is an

omnidirectional, crossed dipole. This antenna has a 0 db gain. The satellite can send
and receive data while in line of sight (LOS) of a ground command station. Sites in

California, Colorado and New Mexico are being considered. One important

communications parameter pertaining to the transmitter is the power required to

successfully transmit data to these sites. This can be calculated by finding the slant

range and atmospheric propagation losses and determining the necessary bit error rate.

A slant range of 3100 km is approximately the maximum range between any
of the proposed sites and the satellite, when the spacecraft is just above the horizon.

The pathloss at this range is approximately 168 db at a S-band frequency of 2 Ghz.

The assumed bit error rate required for the successful transmission of data is IXl0 "4 .

The proposed data rate is I Mbps. Using these parameters, the required output power

of the satellite is approximately 0.75 watts. This assumes the receiving antenna has a
gain of 36db and the satellite antenna has a Tsys of 500 degrees.

2. Data Storage

The data transmitted to the ground site will be real time which negates a

requirement for data storage onboard the satellite.

3. Transmitter Power On/Off Capability

A command on/off switch or a clock command to power on and off the

transmitter may be necessary in order that the satellite does not randomly transmit

information while not in field of view of a mission ground site.
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E. CONCLUSION

The communications subsystem for SKYLITE is simple, due to the few sensors
aboard and no requirement for on board processing. Each of the six I R sensors are
sampled at I kilohertz. These signals are converted to a digital signal and multiplexed
onto the appropriate carrier frequency. The data subcarrier frequency will not be

utilized unless an experiment is pending or occurring. The satellite health and welfare
will be monitored on a priority basis, using the Satellite-Groundlink System (SGLS). A
significant payload margin, in volume, weight and power, allows latitude in the
selection of power supplies and transmitter for the communications system. The
requirements for telemetry are within the bounds of commercially available systems.
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XIII. PROJECT SKYLITE COST ESTIMATION UTILIZING THE SPACE
DIVISION UNMANNED SPACECRAFT COST MODEL

A. INTRODUCTION
The cost of the SKYLITE satellite must be estimated, balancing expenses against

available funds. If the spacecraft price is too expensive, less capable hardware elements,

or less redundant systems must be accepted. A means is necessary for projecting

satellite cost based on engineering design factors. As set forth in the Office of

Management and Budget Circular Number A-109, emphasis should be placed on the

exploration of alternative system design concepts in response to mission needs. This

exploration is not only for technical and operational feasibility but also for economic

feasibility. Cost and not state of the art technology, may be the driving factor and

could reduce the choice of possibilities.

B. THE FOUR METHODS OF COSTING

There are basically four methods of costing currently accepted in the estimating

community: Engineering Estimates; Learning Curve Analysis; Analogous Estimates;

and Parametric Estimates. [Ref. 24: p. 1-11

Engineering estimates deal with the accumulation of costs from the lowest level

of detail. Costs at component level are summarized and combined with estimated

labor costs at all levels of the program work breakdown structure. This type of

estimate can be tailored to a specific program and contractor, in addition to providing

an audit trail for particular details. However, this estimation requires voluminous

documentation and the detailing of design specifications. It must also be updated

continually with each change in design specification and program configuration. These

estimates may also fail to realize management and economic efficiencies, thus resulting

in excessive cost projections. [Ref. 24: p. I-1]

Estimates of the learning curve analysis are derived by extrapolating actual costs

from one of several units along a learning curve. This method is advantageous in that

actual costs of the subject program are being used. However, this type of costing is

only good for programs for which many units are to be produced. Space programs

typically have extremely small production quantities - seldom are more than ten

spacecraft built. [Ref. 24: p. 1-2]
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Analogous estimates are performed by comparing one or more past program cost

figures which are technically representative of the program to be estimated. This
method is subjective in nature in that it rest upon the analyst's judgment in drawing

parallels between past programs and the subject program. The cost data are then
subjectively adjusted upward or downward, dependent on the analyst's intuition of
whether the subject program is more or less complex than the analogous program.

[Ref 24: p. 1-1
Parametric estimates, like the Space Division's Unmanned Spacecraft Cost

Model, are performed by statistically correlating historical cost data of several systems

to their respective physical or performance characteristics. The mathematical
relationships that are observed between cost and technical variables are called Cost

Estimating Relationships (CER). The CERs are treated as time constant expressions
of reality. The CERs are updated and revised as additional and more current data are

retrieved from newer systems. This type of model relies on the premise that through
the use of CERs, the cost of future spacecraft systems may be estimated. This type of

cost estimation relies on the assumption that the same forces that affected cost in the
past will continue to affect cost in the future. [Ref. 24: p. 1-2,1-3]

The purpose of performing a cost estimation in the conceptual phase of a
program is to provide a planner with a crude estimate of anticipated future costs. The

accuracy of the model is worse in the conceptual phase of a system than in the
developmental phase. Less correlation should be expected between the cost data for

detailed elements and quoted cr'sts for existing equipment. This primarily is due to the

lack of standardization of costing methods throughout the space industry.
The Space Division Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model will be used to estimate

the cost of the Project SKYLITE satellite. This parametric cost model has been

recognized by the space industry estimating community as having the widest
application and broadest data base of any -of the currently available cost models.
[Ref. 24: p. iii]. A statement cited in a RAND corporation study of cost models gives
credence to this claim. "For the user who lacks detailed knowledge of a program and is

interested in obtaining an estimate based on basic spacecraft characteristics such as
weight and maximum array output, the various SAMSO - Space Division was then
known as the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) - models appear to be

most reliable." [Ref. 24: p. iii]
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The model used for this estimate is the fifth edition of the unmanned spacecraft

cost model. It is the most recent research of the spacecraft acquisition environment,
which can provide decision makers with pertinent and useful resource allocation

information.

C. UNMANNED SPACECRAFT COST MODEL DESCRIPTION

1. Unmanned Spacecraft Data Base
Tables 7 and 8 summarize the technical and programmatic characteristics of

spacecraft used in the unmanned spacecraft cost model. As depicted in these tables,
the unmanned spacecraft programs fall into distinct categories defined by mission type.
The five basic mission categories are military, communications, weather, experimental,
and lunar probe. The data points are stratified according to their mission -

communication, sensor, or probe. The satellites can also be stratified according to
, .2 their application - military, NASA, or commercial. Depending on the application,

-J different characteristics, such as radiation hardening, reliability, channelization,
encryption, etc. may be required. Table 9 shows how the data base has been developed

since the first edition was published in November 1969. [Ref. 24: p. 11-5]

2. Nonrecurring vs Recurring Cost
The cost model takes into account the type of work in a program. The work is

subdivided into two categories: nonrecurring and recurring. Work costs associated

with designing, developing, manufacturing and testing a spacecraft qualification model
is termed nonrecurring. Costs attributed to peculiar ground support equipment such as
me, hanical and electrical ground equipment are also considered nonrecurring.

[Ref. 24: p. 111-6]
* Recurring costs deal with all the effort and activity of fabrication,

manufacturing, integrating, assembling, and testing of the spacecraft flight hardware.
Any costs attributed to the launch and the initial orbital operations are also considered
recurring costs. [Ref. 24: p.II-7]

3. Areas of Activity

The cost drivers of a satellite are typically found in the physical and
.4 performance characteristics of the satellite's subsystems. The estimated cost for each

major area of spacecraft design such as structure, TT&C, etc., is dependent on a
characteristic o,' the particular area of design. For example, the subsystem cost for the
structure of a spacecraft is predictable, given the weight of the structure. The weight of
the structure in this case is the .cost driver. The cost driver is not always measured in
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pounds, but may be other quantities such as total impulse, as in the propulsion

subsystem estimate. The total cost for a spacecraft depends on the sum of the costs

for each subsystem. The subsystems accounted for in the Unmanned Spacecraft Cost

Model, with their associated cost drivers in parenthesis, are listed below.
0 Structure (Weight)

0 TT&C (Weight)

* Communications (Weight)

• Attitude Control System (Weight)

* Electrical Power Supply System (Weight, Beginning of Life Power Supply)
0 Apogee Kick Motor (Weight, Total Impulse)

• Aerospace Ground Support Equipment (Platform Cost)

* Launch and On Orbit Support (Weight)

4. The Model Methodology

The Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model methodology is structured around

several ground rules and assumptions. The basic assumption of any cost model derived

from historical cost data is that historical cost will accurately reflect current and future

costs. Ground rules for this model are taken verbatim from the Unmanned Spacecraft

Cost Model and are listed below [Ref. 24: p. 111-17,111-18]:
• "The model addresses unmanned earth-orbiting spacecraft (Lunar Orbiter is the

only exception)."
* "The model addresses platform hardware costs only, and except for

Communications payloads, it does not include mission hardware (e.g.,
observational sensors). Launch vehicles, stage vehicles, and their ground
equipment are not included within the scope of this model."

• "By observing several spacecraft programs, mathematical relationships (CERs)
are obtained by relating costs at the subsystem level (e.g., structure, electrical
power supply) to subsystem physical and performance characteristics. The
technical characteristics of the programs are then used as independent variables,
or "cost drivers" of the CERs."

• "Spacecraft costs (both development and production) are segregated between
nonrecurring (NR) and recurring efforts. CERs are derived for each
subsystem's NR and recurring costs. (CERs for recurring costs- represent first
unit costs and require appropriate consideration for production learning)."

* "All costs included in this model are end-of-program actual costs or estimates of
mature programs (with at least one launch)."

* "CERs are based upon burdened costs (direct plus indirect) with General and
Administrative (G&A) costs included. In other words this model consists of
total cost through G&A application CERs."
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* "Cost estimates from spacecraft subsystem and program level CERs are
summarized to obtain a spacecraft program cost subtotal. This cost estimate is
expressed in terms of U.S. government Fiscal Year 1979 dollars, and the
appropriate inflation costs must be added to express costs as a function of
future expenditures. Fee and incentive costs must then be added to the
subtotal. Finally, costs exogenous to the model, such as sensor payload costs,
must be obtained separately/analogously."

* "The model is considered to yield a "starting point estimated which represents
the "average" cost for a program with'average" problems, "average" technology,
.average" schedule, "average" engineering changes, etc."

* " 95% cumulative average learning curve is used to derive first unit costs."

D. SKYLITE COST ESTIMATES

Both nonrecurring (RDT&E) and recurring costs (Production) were estimated

using the Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model. The light weight of the satellite provides

problems when estimating the cost of several subsystems. Based on the database of the

model, the cost drivers are valid only for a certain range. For example, the cost driver

of the propulsion system is weight. Given the weight of spacecraft propulsion

components, the cost can be projected, provided it is within the specified range. For

the Apogee Kick Motor the weight was not with the range specified. The assumption,

in this case, was to use the minimum value of the weight range. The same problem

occurred when estimating the Launch and On Orbit Support Costs. Two available

solutions compensate for these deficiencies. First, the CER's in the model can be

extrapolated to the lower weight. Second, the minimum weight given can be used to

calculate the cost and reduce the expense based on the percentage of actual weight to

allowed weight. The second method was used to evaluate the cost of SKYLITE. To

frequently use the model for spacecraft smaller than SKYLITE new sets of CER's and

cost drivers would be required, orienting the acquired database toward lighter weights.

As explained above, the model divides the cost analysis into recurring and

nonrecurring costs. The computation for projected costs are similar, however the

CER's vary between the two types of cost.

1. SKYLITE Cost Estimates

The following cost drivers were used to estimate SKYLITE's cost. As the cost

drivers were taken from the engineering analysis presented in the preceding chapters,

the importance of their accuracy in cost estimation cannot be overstated. The cost

drivers were:.
• Structure (Weight - 40.26 lbs)
* TT&C (Weight- 16.2 lbs)
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TABLE 10

SKYLITE NONRECURRING COSTS,FY 87S (COST IN THOUSANDS S)

Structure 2498.24
TT&C 1559-20Comrounications000

Electrical Power Svstem 4
Attitude Control System 2157.63
Apogee Kick Motor 407.56

Platform 7025.49

Program 3259.83
Aerospace Ground Eqpt 1163.27
FY 79 11448.59
FY 87S 19336.66
Fee 2513.77

TOTAL 2185043

* Communications (Weight - 0 lbs, for cost purposes)

0 Electrical Power System (Weight x BOL Power - 2539)

* Apogee Kick Motor (Total Impulse= 17133.6 lb-sec, Weight- 17.9 lb)

* Attitude Control System (Weight 16.5 lb)

The values given in Table 10 and 11 are the cost estimates for the SKYLITE

satellite, independent of launch and payload costs. Several points must be made

concerning the listed costs. The Platform category is the sum of the hardware costs for

the six preceding categories. The Program costs include all those not attributable to a

specific subsystem, such as, engineering and management costs. The SKYLITE design

did not accrue charges directly related to Communications because of its very simple

TT&C system. Other than the housekeeping and rare experimental periods, SKYLITE

does not communicate. This approach differs substantially from satellites designed with
the explicit and demanding mission of communication. The Fee listed for each cost

category was 13 percent and the inflation factor from 1979-1987 was 1.635

(Nonrecurring) and 1.845 (Recurring). The last item of note is the Adj FY 79S
category. Since the SKYLITE was projected to be the fourth spacecraft constructed, a

learning curve is associated with the construction of many similar spacecraft. The cost
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TABLE I1

SKYLITE RECURRING COSTS, FY87S (COST IN THOUSANDS)

tfucture 261.1

ommunications .oo
lectrical Power Svstem 491.92

Attitude Control System 417.07
Apogee Kick Motor 118.84

Platform 1810.33

Program 826.96

FY 79S 2637.29
Adj FY 79S 2380.15

LOOS 108.22

~Y87S J4A

TOTAL 4763:30

for a fourth satellite should be less than the first, and is reflected in the difference

between the FY79 and Adj FY79 categories.
2. Cost Variations

The cost figures presented are an estimate and a means of assessing the
variability of the estimate is available in the model. The cost model provides a figure

for how much each category may vary under the constraints of the model. This figure

is called the CER standard error category to provide a range of costs. For example, the

CER error for the Nonrecurring Structure cost is 2043.95 (Thousand S). This value is
added and subtracted from the actual structural cost to achieve a cost range of

454.79-4531.69 (Thousand S). Although this is a wide range, the confidence that the

actual cost will be in this range is high. The CER errors for each category are summed

and an overall error is added and subtracted to the total cost estimate. A problem

arose here in applying the cost model to SKYLITE. The CER errors, in some cases,

exceeded the category cost. For example, the CER error for Nonrecurring Attitude
Control System cost is 2737.93, which is greater than the estimated cost of 2157.63. In

these instances the lower bound of the cost range becomes meaningless. The problem
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arose several times and led to a lack of confidence in the higher boundaries, as well.

For the purposes of the SKYLITE estimate, the costs given must stand alone, with no

indication of cost variability.

3. Normalized Cost Estimates

The cost model also has the means to assess the cost differences arising from
the selection of different technologies and designs. This allows cost benefit tradeoffs in

assessing different design approaches. The cost advantage between constructing a

satellite using wholly proven hardware as opposed to state of the art hardware may be
ascertained. This additional feature of the cost model is ideal for evaluating the cost

benefits of the Orion concept. The Orion emphasizes simplicity and nonredundancy

with proven, space rated subsystems. The model provides factors of complexity which

adjust the cost according to the estimated difficulty in construction and operation.

These factors were gathered from an extensive industry survey which asked engineers

and scientists to rank the complexity of technology in each subsystem. The adjusted

cost calculations are called point estimates because they focus on a specific design,

rather than a broad, generic design. The compensated costs are called normalized costs

and are provided below for the SKYLITE design.

TABLE 12
SKYLITE NORMALIZED NONRECURRING COSTS,FY 87S (COST IN

THOUSANDS S)

Structure 1916.45
TT&C 922.56
Communications 00.00
Electrical Power System 264.47
Attitude Control System 1391:15
Apogee Kick Motor 4076

Platform 4909.89

Program 2278.19

Aes ace Ground Eqpt 812.97
Y 7 8001.05Y 84 13081.71

Fee 1700.62tTOTAL 14782.34
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TABLE 13

SKYLITE NORMALIZED RECURRING COSTS, FY87S (COST IN
THOUSANDS S)

Structure 77.91TT&C 352.74Communications 00.00

Electrical Power System 425.37
Attitude Control System 265.54
Apogee Kick Motor 118.84

Platform 1340.40

Program 612.29

FY 79S 1952.69
Adj FY 79S 1762.31

LOOS 108.22
FY 87S 3451.10
Fee 448.60

TOTAL 3899.77

The cost differential between two similar satellites using slightly different

technology can be seen by comparing the normalized and nonnormalized tables. The

SKYLITE design, stressing simplicity, is a point design and makes significant cost

savings available through the utilization of this simplicity. However, the nonnormalized

table would be very useful in comparing the costs of different classes of satellites. For

example, the expense of a low earth orbiting satellite can be evaluated against a

geosynchronous satellite, used for the same mission.

4. Launch and Payload Costs

As indicated above, the Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model does not address

the cost of launching the particular satellite, nor its associated payload. The launch

costs are not considered because of their disparity when varying launch configurations

are used. For example, a Delta rocket, dedicated to a single satellite, would be much

more expensive than a small, STS launch. The costs for launching a specific satellite

are provided by the launching sponsor. The two primary launch sponsors for the U.S.
are NASA and The U.S. Air Force. There are a few U.S. satellites launched by other

countries, but given the DOD sponsorship of SKYLITE, the Air Force is the most
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likely sponsor. Also, if the SKYLITE spacecraft were dispensed from the STS, NASA
would be the responsible party. The thesis design of SKYLITE required an STS

launch, using the Extended GAS can dispenser. As the Extended GAS can is currently
under design the launch costs must be derived from those of the smaller GAS can.

The primary costs associated with using the GAS can were the integration
expenses. The interface between spacecraft and dispenser are standard and specified, so

the costs are predictable. First time integration charges for Orion will be less than

S500K, with a significant decrease for subsequent launches. If the SKYLITE is the first
Orion spacecraft, all integration costs will most likely be borne by PMW-145.

However, if another Orion were to precede the SKYLITE, the costs would be divided.
For SKYLITE estimates, total launch costs of 500K are used.

TABLE 14

APPROXIMATE PAYLOAD COSTS FOR SKYLITE

Retroreflector 10,000.00
Treated Solar Cell Covers 100,000.00
Sensors and Optical Filters (6) 400,000.00
TOTAL 510,000.00

The remaining costs are those of the payload. The SKYLITE's simple purpose
substantially minimizes payload costs. These costs are the sum of retroreflector, sensor,

and coverglass costs. Since the technology to manufacture each of the payload
components currently exists, the. cost risk is minimal. Several companies surveyed,
Optical Coating Laboratory Lab, Santa Barbara Research Laboratory, and Ford

Aerospace Corporation, provided very rough cost estimates. The lack of preciseness
was based on retaining a lucrative bargaining position for a future contract. However,

all payload components could be purchased for approximately the costs listed in Table

14.

E. CONCLUSION

Costs for the SKYLITE satellite were estimated using the Air Force Unmanned
Spacecraft Cost Model. The total of recurring and nonrecurring costs varied when the

normalized values were selected. A valuable feature of the cost model is the ability to
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adjust costs based on varying complexity and technology. Price estimates for

SKYLITE were 3.9MS for recurring costs and 14.8M$ for nonrecurring costs. Payload

estimates of .5MS and launch costs of .5MS must be added for each satellite deployed.

The nonrecurring costs can be divided among different agencies purchasing the Orion

spacecraft. If five Orion satellites were produced, the nonrecurring costs for each

purchase would be approximately 2.95MS. Additional buyers would further reduce the

cost per spacecraft. However, using the estimate of five production Orions, the total

cost for the SKYLITE bus, payload, and deployment is 7.85MS.
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XIV. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has presented a conceptual design for the project SKYLITE satellite.
The proposed design and spacecraft subsystems are the result of an iterative process,
accounting for many conflicting objectives. The engineering risk for subsystem

components included in the spacecraft design is low. Only hardware which is reliable

and flight tested will be used in the final spacecraft assembly. Therefore, although the
SKYLITE design does not emphasize redundancy, the reliability of the vehicle is high.

The selected orbit of 33 degrees inclination and 700 kilometers altitude
successfully meets the specifications regarding thermal damage mitigation, satellite
lifetime, and laser slew rate. The periodicity of one minute firing intervals was not met.

However, at least one firing period will be available every other day. Given the few
tests per year, the reduction in available firing periods was not judged an impairment to
satisfying mission objectives. Selection of the Orion bus proved to be an effective
choice. Pairing the Orion bus with gravity gradient stabilization results in a significant

fuel savings which extends the STS operating regime allowing successful satellite

insertion. Also, an optimization routine reduced the fuel required for the plane change
from the parking orbit to the operational orbit by 10 percent. Using a gravity gradient
boom for spacecraft stabilization maintains the ground site within the field of view of
the retroreflectors and sensors during experimental periods. The attitude knowledge

requirement specified by experimenters is exceeded with the use of magnetometers,

supplemented by sun sensors. All attitude calculations will be done at the ground site,
as the satellite will not have autonomous attitude determination. The thermal analysis
demonstrated that temperatures can be maintained within limits allowing component

operation. However, these values are sustained only when a reflective cover glass is
placed on the body mounted solar cell array. Power for all spacecraft evolutions is
adequately met with body mounted solar cells and Nickel Cadmium batteries. Solar

cells are also placed on the tip mass to raise the average solar power available.

There will be six detectors mounted on the spacecraft earth facing side which will

be sampled at I kilohertz. Since IR detector and sensor technology is currently
available to meet SKYLITE requirements, payload costs and cost risk are low. Due to
the high laser power, a thermoelectric cooler is necessary to ensure linear detector
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response. Another means of reducing laser damage effects on the sensor is placing a
neutral density filter prior to the detector array. Since all sensor readings are
immediately relayed to the ground site, an on board memory is not necessary. The

cost of SKYLITE will strongly depend on how many Orion vehicles are constructed
and the associated learning curve. If experimenters are faced with the prospect of
constructing the only Orion bus, locating other users will be effective in reducing their

total experimental cost.

The spacecraft design presented is tailored for the requirements of an STS launch
and deployment. However, the engineering considerations are also valid for launch by
an expendable launch vehicle (ELV). The satellite payload interfaces must be changed

accordingly, but should not cost more than interfaces associated with the Extended

GAS Can. Stress calculations for the SKYLITE satellite assumed an acceleration limit
of 5 g's. If the acceleration limits for the ELV are higher, an additional analysis is

required. Also, an ELV, if employed, must eject the SKYLITE satellite into the parking

orbit illustrated in Figure 5.3.

The design of a satellite is evolutionary and involves three distinct phases. These
phases are the Conceptual Design, the Intermediate Design, and the Critical Design.

This thesis, as a conceptual design, highlights areas needing further analysis. Details of
the spacecraft requiring subsequent analysis for the interim design are:

* Assess the most reliable and economical method of damping satellite librations
resulting from gravity gradient stabilization.

* Determine the reflectance of the solar cell cover glass as a function of lasing
angle.

* Evaluate the thermal characteristics of discrete points within the satellite,
determining the maximum temperature of the solar cells and the gravity
gradient boom.

* Due to the long satellite lifetime and large payload margin, suflicient room may
be available for another long duration, low power experiment. Sharing the
satellite with another payload will divide recurring costs.

The contribution of satellite design techniques by corporations and government
agencies cannot be overemphasized. Due to familiarization with the design process and

the unique operating environment, these techniques optimize and accelerate the design

process. Two aspects of the SKYLITE satellite design substantially enhanced by
corporate assistance were the orbital and spacecraft decay analysis. Both areas are

important to satellite engineering, and manuals addressing the important aspects of
each design area have been developed. Educational approaches necessary in most
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design textbooks, are neither essential nor helpful once a design process begins. The
proper starting point for a novice satellite designer, once a solid engineering
background is developed, is with a firm or agency experienced in satellite engineering.
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